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List of Abbreviations 
 

Acronym Explanation 

CA Competent Authority (see the European Investigation 
Order, Article 2.c Issuing Authorities). A Judge, a Court, 
an Investigating Judge or a Public Prosecutor competent 
in the case concerned any other competent authority as 
defined by the issuing State, for instance LEA/Police 
Authorities 

CASE Cyber-investigation Analysis Standard Expression 
(CASE) is a community-developed specification 
language, which is intended to serve the needs of the 
broadest possible range of cyber-investigation domains, 
including digital forensic science, incident response, 
counter-terrorism, criminal justice, forensic intelligence 
and situational awareness. 

EESP application Evidence Exchange Standard Package application is a 
web application for creating the Evidence Package and 
facilitating its exchange. The EESP application supports 
the UCO/CASE language. In the Evidence Exchange 
scenario that has been outlined the EESP application will 
be at disposal of the Forensic Labs and Law Enforcement 
Agencies involved in an investigation and of the 
Competent Authorities of the Member States (Issuing 
and Executing States) 

EIO Directive 2014/41/EU of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 3 April 2014 regarding the European 
Investigation Order in criminal matters 

EP Evidence Package: it contains meta data, expressed in 
the UCO/CASE formal language and physical data related 
to an Electronic Evidence 

EXEC Electronic Xchange of e-Evidences with e-CODEX 
European Project (GA 785818) 

FL Forensic Laboratory, a private or public company with 
expertise in forensic science 
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LEA Law Enforcement Agencies 

MLA Mutual Legal Assistance (treaty) is an agreement 
between two or more countries for the purpose of 
gathering and exchanging information in an effort to 
enforce public or criminal laws. 

NFI The Netherlands Forensic Institute is one of the world's 
leading forensic laboratories. 

PPO Public Prosecutor Office 

UCO Unified Cyber Ontology (UCO) is a community-developed 
ontology/model, which is intended to serve as a 
consistent foundation for standardised information 
representation across the cyber security 
domain/ecosystem. 
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Executive Summary 
This Deliverable, D3.1 “Interim workshop with digital forensic and legal experts on 
the formal language for the evidence exchange representation” (hereinafter 
“Deliverable D3.1”) reports on the Interim workshop, held in The Hague on 20-21 
of November 2018. 

The organization of the workshop is part of the activities of the Task 3.1 “Refining 
standard EVIDENCE proposal for the representation of the evidence data in the 
Exchange process”, within the Work Package WP3 “Matching EVIDENCE into e-
CODEX and linking to other EU Member States” whose main goal consists in 
integrating the formal language UCO/CASE, for representing and supporting the 
Electronic Evidence Exchange process in an electronic evidence platform based on 
e-CODEX architecture. 

During the event, digital forensic and legal experts discussed on the following 
topics: 

• the adoption of the formal language UCO/CASE, an open community-
developed specification language, to represent the meta data of an 
evidence, 

• the evidence exchange scenario including solutions to address the exchange 
of large file of evidence 

on the basis of what have been developed so far within the activities of the project. 

The meeting took place during two days, in the first day and part of the second 
day, it put the focus on the subject of the present Deliverable, the second day was 
dedicated to the subject of the Deliverable D3.2 ‘Interim workshop on Electronic 
Evidence Standard Proposal application with digital forensic and legal experts’. The 
two workshops have been merged because the subjects are strictly interconnected. 
The content of the second day will be described in detail in the Deliverable D3.2. 

The content of this Deliverable D3.1 is the following: 

• the Paragraph 1 (Introduction) explains the Workshops Aims (Par. 1.1) and 
shows the Workshops Agenda (Par. 1.2)  

• the Paragraph 2 contains a description of the items foreseen in the 
Workshops Agenda: 

o the paragraphs from 2.1 to 2.6 contain what has been presented in 
the session ‘The formal language (UCO/CASE) for the Evidence 
Exchange (Evidence Package)’. The Paragraphs also contain a 
detailed description of the concepts involved: Overview of the 
Evidence Exchange Scenario (2.1), Evidence Exchange Questions 
(2.2), Evidence Exchange Real Scenario (2.3), Standard for the 
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Evidence Exchange (2.4), Introduction to UCO/CASE language (2.5), 
Use Cases and UCO/CASE representation (2.6); 

o the paragraph 2.7 briefly describes the item ‘e-CODEX method for 
semantic interoperability’ by the Ministry of Justice of The 
Netherlands; 

o the paragraph 2.8 illustrates the item ‘Hansken: vision statement’ by 
the Netherlands Forensic Institute; 

o the paragraph 2.9 report the item ‘UCO/CASE language standard: 
why?’, portraying tools, caseGenerator and caseConverter, developed 
for internal use for the sake of the project; 

o the paragraph 2.10 explains the item ‘e-Evidence Exchange System 
project and Reference Implementation’ by the European Commission; 

o the paragraph 2.11 depicts the item ‘UCO/CASE: Overview of the 
status and the future of the standard’ 

o the paragraph 2.12 outlines the item ‘the SIRIUS project’ by 
EUROPOL; 

o the paragraph 2.13 delineates the item ‘Judicial cooperation 
overview’ by EUROJUST; 

o the paragraph 2.14 describes the item ‘Debate on UCO/CASE: 
doubts, issues, improvements the way forward’; 

o the paragraph 2.15 describes the item ‘How the Exchange may take 
place within the EIO: handling of large file of evidence’; 

o the paragraph 2.16 explains the item ‘How the Exchange may take 
place within the EIO: overview and role of the e-Codex components’; 

• the Paragraph 3 summarizes the conclusion of the work; 
• the Paragraph 4 contains the following Appendixes: 

o the Use Case A (4.1) expressed in UCO/CASE in JSON-LD format 
o the Use Case B (4.2) expressed in UCO/CASE in JSON-LD format 
o the Use Case C (4.3) expressed in UCO/CASE in JSON-LD format 
o the Use Case D (4.4) expressed in UCO/CASE in JSON-LD format 
o the Use Case produce by the caseConverter application in UCO/CASE 

in JSON-LD format 
• the Paragraph 5 shows the list of participants 
• the Paragraph 6 shows the questionnaire hand-delivered to the participants 

along with their answers 

Participants of this workshop represented various stakeholders and experts from 
digital forensics and legal domains and software companies developing forensics 
tools, such as Cellebrite1 that is also part of the Expert Advisory Group of the 
project and Magnet Forensics2. Both of them had already showed interest in 

                                   
1 https://www.cellebrite.com 
2 https://www.magnetforensics.com 
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adopting this standard to produce the output of their tools fully complied with the 
UCO/CASE language formalism.  
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1 Workshop introduction 
1.1 Workshops Aims 
The main aims of the Workshops were the following: 

• Presenting the EVIDENCE2e-CODEX (E2E) activities and the other closely 
related projects (EXEC and e-Evidence) that rely on the e-CODEX3 platform. 
These three projects are jointly working to achieve a common goal: the 
Evidence Exchange, in an electronic way, among competent authorities in 
the EU MSs, under the EIO/MLA instrument, guaranteeing the confidentiality, 
the integrity and the authenticity of the Evidence Package transferred. 

• Presenting a brief overview of the following system and projects: 

o e-CODEX, a e-Delivery infrastructure, content agnostic, that support 
cross-border e-Justice services; 

o EXEC project whose main objective is to extend/strengthen some 
technical components of e-CODEX to manage the Evidence Exchange 
service; 

o e-Evidence Digital Exchange System project - the system that is able 
to manage the EIO/MLA procedures/instruments (e-Forms, business 
logic, statistics, log, etc.) and eventually to transfer the EP through the 
e-CODEX platform, as an attachment to a message. 

• Involving people in a debate and receiving feedback on the adoption of the 
UCO/CASE standard language, an open community-developed specification 
language, to represent the meta data of an evidence. In the context of the 
E2E project, reference is made to the meta data of the EP. 

• Involving people in a debate and receiving feedback on the Evidence 
Exchange Standard Package application (EESP) that is being developed 
within the E2E project’s activities and supports the UCO/CASE language for 
preparing the EP for its transfer. In the scenario we have designed so far the 
EESP application is to be at disposal of the Forensic Labs and Law 
Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) involved in investigations and of the 
Competent Authorities. Details about this discussion are provided in the 

                                   
3 https://www.e-codex.eu 
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Deliverable D3.2 ‘Interim Workshop on Electronic Evidence Standard 
Package application with digital forensic and legal experts’. 
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1.2 Workshops Agenda 
The Workshops were held on 20-21 of November 2018 at the Hague Conference on 
Private International Law in The Hague. The agenda items are detailed below. 

1.2.1 Tuesday, 20 November 2018 

10:00 – 10:10 Welcome by Project Coordinator/WP3 leader 

Maria Angela Biasiotti, CNR-ITTIG - Italy 
EVIDENCE2e-CODEX Project Coordinator 

The formal language (UCO/CASE) for the Evidence Exchange (Evidence 
Package) 

10:10 – 10:30 Evidence2e-Codex: main focus and aims of the two-days 
workshops 

Evidence2e-Codex: overview, context and 
relationships/synergies with the other projects (e- 
Evidence, EXEC, e-CODEX) 

Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG - Italy 

e-CODEX: a multilateral, content agnostic, e-Delivery infrastructure 

10:30 – 11:00 e-CODEX method for semantic interoperability 

Ernst Steigenga, Ministry of Justice - The Netherlands 

11:00 – 11:15 Coffee Break 

Hansken: Digital Forensics as a Service (DFaaS) 

11:15 – 11:45 Hansken: vision statement 

Harm van Beek, Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI) -The 
Netherlands 

UCO/CASE language standard: why? 

11:45 – 12:15 UCO/CASE: Reports from different tools and conversion 
to CASE 

Mattia Epifani, Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG - Italy 

e-Evidence Digital Exchange System project (EC) and Reference 
Implementation Portal 

12:15 – 12:45 Overview and demo 
Cristian Nicolau, Djamila Ben Miloud, European 
Commission - Belgium 
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12:45 – 13:00 Questions/Answers 

CNR-ITTIG – Italy / CETIC, Belgium 
 
 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch 

UCO/CASE language: tutorial, and practical experiences 

14:00 – 14:30 Questionnaire distribution and pickup 

CNR-ITTIG - Italy / CETIC - Belgium 

14:30 – 15:15 Overview of the status and the future of the standard 

Eoghan Casey, Université de Lausanne (UNIL) - Switzerland 

15:15 – 16:00 Shaping Internet Research Investigations Unified 
System: the SIRIUS project 

Rodolphe Roques-Couchot, Europol - The Netherlands 

16:00 – 16:15 Q/A session 

Eoghan Casey, UNIL - Switzerland 

Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG - Italy 

16:15 – 16:30 Coffee Break 

UCO/CASE language and judicial cooperation: practical experiences 

16:30 – 17:00 Judicial cooperation overview 

Jon Broughton, Teresa Magno, Eurojust - The Netherlands 

UCO/CASE: open issues 

17:00 – 17:30 Debate on UCO/CASE: doubts, issues, improvements, 
the way forward 

Eoghan Casey, UNIL - Switzerland 

Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG - Italy 

Nikolaos Matskanis, CETIC - Belgium 
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1.2.2 Wednesday, 21 November 2018 

09:30 – 09:45 Summary of the first day and main aim of the second day 
workshop 
Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG, Italy 

Nikolaos Matskanis, CETIC, Belgium 

Evidence Exchange Standard Package (EESP): Overview in the EIO 
context 

09:45 – 10:00 How the Exchange may take place within the EIO: the 
workflow, EESP relationship with e-Evidence project, 
handling of large-file of evidence 

Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG 

10:00 – 10:30 How the Exchange takes place within the EIO: Overview 
and role of the e-Codex components 
Johan Kickinger & Bernhard Rieder, Ministry of Justice - 
Austria 

10:30 – 11:00 Questions/Answers 

Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG - Italy 

Nikolaos Matskanis, CETIC - Belgium 

11:00 – 11:15 Coffee Break 

Evidence Exchange Standard Package (EESP): Technical overview and 
Demo 

11:15 – 11:45 EESP Application overview and implementation 
architecture 
Nikolaos Matskanis, CETIC, Belgium 

11:45: 12:45 Evidence Exchange Workflow demo using a close to 
reality scenario 

Raphael Michel, CETIC, Belgium 

Mattia Epifani, CNR-ITTIG, Italy 

12:45 – 13:15 Questions/Answers 

Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG, Italy 

Nikolaos Matskanis & Raphael Michel, CETIC, Belgium 

13:15 – 14:30 Lunch 
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EESP: state of the art, issues and future development 

14:30 – 15:00 Debate on EESP application: doubts, issues, 
improvements, the way forward 

Eoghan Casey, UNIL - Switzerland 

Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG, Italy 

Nikolaos Matskanis & Raphael Michel, CETIC, Belgium 

15:00 – 15:30 Questionnaire: results 

Mattia Epifani & Fabrizio Turchi, CNR-ITTIG, Italy 

15:30 – 16:00 Conclusions of the two days 
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2 Agenda items 
2.1 Overview of the Evidence Exchange Scenario 
The project aims at creating a legally valid instrument to exchange digital evidence 
related to MLA and EIO procedures over e-CODEX by providing the legal and 
technical communities with ‘ready to use’ information on EIO, digital evidence and 
e-CODEX and a ‘true to life’ example of how electronic evidence can be shared 
over e-CODEX in a secure and standardized way to support MLA and EIO cases. 

The e-CODEX is a e-Delivery infrastructure, content agnostic, that supports cross-
border e-Justice services and that guarantees high level of security, in terms of 
authenticity (the authenticity is accomplished through the private key of the 
recipient or its digital signature), integrity (the integrity serves to ensure that data 
has not been changed, destroyed or lost in an unauthorised or accidental manner; 
this is accomplished through a hash function)  and confidentiality (confidentiality 
means to protect data from unauthorised disclosure/access; this is accomplished 
through the public key of the recipient) of the messages exchanged.  

It is important to bear in mind that in the scenario that it has been imagined so 
far (see Paragraph 2.3), the Evidence Exchange occurs only in the e-Codex 
environment (international level), but between the Executing State and the Issuing 
State, the package containing the data and metadata of the Evidence (Evidence 
Package) is transferred (national level) between the stakeholders involved in the 
case, for instance: 

• From the Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) to the trusted (by the national 
Competent Authority) Forensic Lab (FL). This may occur after the LEA has 
been carried out a Search and Seizure activity but they do not have the 
capability of dealing with the seized source of evidence (smartphone, 
computer, etc.) and so they hand over the seize items to a FL. This will be 
accomplished using private and secure channels between the involved 
stakeholders. 

• From a FL to the national Competent Authority (CA) after a forensic 
acquisition or a forensic extraction of data from a source of evidence. This 
will be accomplished by the Reference Implementation Portal of the e-
Evidence Exchange system, at the disposal of the national CA, using a web 
service for downloading the EP. 

• Between two FLs in case of complex source of evidence where different 
competencies are involved and the forensic action to be carried out is 
assigned (by the CA) to two different subjects. This will be accomplished 
using private and secure channels between the involved stakeholders. 
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The effectiveness of European Investigation Order (EIO) and Mutual Legal 
Assistance (MLA) procedures greatly rely on the implementation of a secure and 
trusted way of exchanging electronic evidences among the authorities involved. 
Therefore, the fundamental need addressed by this EVIDENCE2e-CODEX project 
is to increase, facilitate and support the cooperation in criminal matters in the EU 
context by fostering the exchange of information and electronic evidence in the 
specific contexts of EIO and MLA. 

A ‘true to life’ example of successful linking EVIDENCE to e-CODEX results in 
support of an EIO case is considered a substantial step in the modernization of 
cross border cooperation in criminal law. It will allow the EVIDENCE2e-CODEX 
team to assess which are the conditions, criteria and necessary impact measures 
to be implemented from legal, technological and sociological perspectives towards 
connecting judges, prosecutors, LEA officers and other stakeholders to the e-
CODEX infrastructure in a user-friendly manner. 

Before outlining the scenario where a real Evidence Exchange may occur it is 
fundamental to explain when and how the Exchange process comes to play in the 
context of the judicial cooperation and why it plays an important role in the whole 
process. At this aim some fundamental questions are to be faced. 

 

2.2 Evidence Exchange: Questions 
When it comes to Evidence Exchange, some important questions come to mind: 

• Why do we need to exchange an evidence by an electronic mean? 

• When may the evidence exchange happen? 

• How can the evidence exchange be dealt with? 

The answer to the first question, why it is necessary to exchange a digital evidence, 
by a digital mean, is simple and may be expressed in the following way: 

1. to expedite the judicial cooperation inside and outside Europe; 

2. to better fight the crime. 

To answer to the second question, when Evidence Exchange comes to play, it is 
necessary to think about when an Executing State has to deal with an EIO and it 
will have to exchange a digital evidence with the Issuing State, for instance after 
a forensic acquisition from a smartphone of a suspect. 
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In Figure 1 an easy real example of Evidence Exchange within the EIO instrument 
is shown. 

 

 
Figure 1: Evidence Exchange Timeline: EIO Context 

 

The components of the timeline in Figure 1 is the following: 

1. A Competent Authority (CA) in Belgium issues an EIO to Italy, requesting 
provisional measures to prevent destruction, transformation, moving, 
transfer or disposal of items that may be used as evidence (Annex A, section 
C). 

2. A CA in Italy receives the EIO from Belgium. According to the national law, 
the CA authorises the search and seizure activity on the suspect relying on 
search warrant issued by a judge. Afterwards CA assigns the task to its 
trusted LEA/Forensic Lab (FL).  
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Now another stakeholder is at stake: the trusted forensic laboratory for the 
evidence handling. To deal with digital evidences a specific expertise is 
requested - not just an IT background but a special training for handling 
different kinds of digital evidence. The Forensic Lab completes the search 
and seizure activity and the outcome of this task is the suspect’s smartphone 
that has been seized and identified. 

The FL is a stakeholder that has specific competencies in digital forensic and 
it may be represented by different subjects: 

• It may be part of the CA team, in other word it may be internal 
to the CA office 

• It may be part of the LEA team 

• It may be represented by a private company, trusted by the CA 

3. After a while the CA of the Issuing State through a sequel of the previous 
EIO (Annex A, Section D) requests to extract data of the seized item and 
exchange the potential evidence via electronic means. 

4. The CA of the Executing State asks the same FL for accomplishing the data 
acquisition task. Afterwards the FL notices the CA that it’s possible to obtain 
a logical acquisition. 

5. Now the CA must exchange the logical acquisition of the seize smartphone, 
that is the potential evidence, by digital means. 

So, the last question is: how can the CA, Executing State side, accomplish that 
goal? The answer lies in the solutions proposed by the projects mentioned above: 

• Preparing the Evidence Package (EP) that contains all data related to an 
evidence. It aims at representing that data in a suitable/standard 
representation, popular in the community: UCO/CASE (Europol, U.S. 
Department of Defense Cyber Crime Center - DC3, NFI, Cellebrite). 

• Using the EESP application being able to manage, import/export and prepare 
the EP. The application has a modular design and is being developed with 
always keeping in mind the ability to be customized and integrated with the 
different national information systems in place. 

• Relying on e-Evidence Exchange that provides for the transfer of the EP to 
the Competent Authority using the Reference Implementation. 

• Leveraging the e-CODEX platform, whose technical components are going to 
be extended within the EXEC project activities. e-CODEX provides high levels 
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of security in terms of confidentiality, authenticity and integrity - all 
fundamental features for the admissibility of an evidence before a Court. 

 

2.3 Evidence Exchange: Real Scenario 
Figure 2 shows a real scenario on how the Evidence Exchange may take place, 
under the umbrella of the EIO/MLA legal instrument. 

The left part represents the Executing State or Receiver4, from the EIO flow view, 
the right part depicts the Issuing State or Sender, also from the EIO view, and in 
the middle, there is the e-CODEX platform where the real Evidence Exchange takes 
place. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Evidence Exchange Scenario - Overview 

 

                                   
4 It is important to bear in mind that from the Evidence Exchange point of view the role of the 
Sender is played by the Executing State and the Receiver is played by the Issuing State, the final 
destination of the exchange flow of the Evidence Package. 
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The whole scenario has been broken down into five items. The starting and the 
end points are the FLs/LEAs, supplied with the EESP application. When a FL is 
requested or needs to send/transfer an Evidence to a CA it has to adopt the proper 
measures to guarantee the confidentiality, the integrity and the authenticity of the 
Evidence Package (EP) transferred, and ultimately to avoid that someone can 
tamper with its content. 

It is important to point out that: 

• Between the trusted FL and the CA (national level) there is no exchange but 
transfer of the Evidence Package (Evidence Package or Evidence CASE are 
synonyms, both terms refer to the meta data of an Evidence represented in 
a standard way through the language CASE that leverages the ontology 
UCO). 

• The EESP application has to be distributed/installed/used in all trusted 
Forensic Labs (FLs) that will carry out the EP transferring with their CA of 
reference. Moreover, the EESP application will be at disposal of the CA for 
checking the integrity of the EP and, optionally, reading the content to verify 
that it contains what is expected. The EESP will communicate with the 
Reference Implementation, but in case a Member State uses its national 
solution the compatibility with the EESP has to be verified.  

• The transfer of the EP along with all data related to an EIO (e-Forms, etc.) 
between CA and e-CODEX is in charge of Reference Implementation, (in the 
next slides this scenario will be described in more details). 

• The Evidence Exchange occurs in e-CODEX (international) environment. It is 
important to highlight that the e-CODEX project plays the role of controller, 
not the role of processor or viewer of the Evidence Package. 

Another view of the scenario is represented in Figure 3 that highlights the main 
stakeholders involved in the projects, putting the Evidence Package in the centre, 
and where it is pointed out that: 

• The Evidence Package is always shown as a sealed box to convey that the 
information contained is protected by unwanted/not allowed access 

• The E2E is an Evidence Exchange centred project: in other words, the 
Evidence Package and its Exchange are the main focuses of the project and 
in particular the standard way to represent the information contained in the 
Evidence Package. 
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Looking at Figure 3 following the vertical layout, it is immediately clear that there 
are two different operational levels:  

• the national level where the FLs/LEAs and CAs operate; 

• the international level where only e-CODEX is involved. 

e-CODEX is in charge for the real exchange of the evidence, thanks to the high 
level of security provided. It plays the role of the controller of the EP, being a 
content-agnostic platform in the sense that the transport of data is independent 
from the format of the files being exchanged and from the business processes 
being supported.  

 
Figure 3: Evidence Exchange within the EIO/MLA: stakeholders and actions 
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At national level there will be the CA in the country A (Executing state) and in the 
country B (Issuing state) with their trusted Forensic Labs that will be in charge for 
the preparation, encryption and transfer of the EP 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 are important for understanding the role of the EESP 
application, where it will be deployed and the actions carried out by the application 
within the whole scenario, with particular attention on the impact on e-Evidence 
Exchange System, on EXEC and finally on e-CODEX system. 
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2.4 Standard for the Evidence Exchange 
When it comes to Electronic Evidence Exchange, it is fundamental to bear in 
mind what information should be exchanged. Moreover, at the moment, there is 
no standard concerning the Electronic Evidence Exchange (comparison with 
forensic acquisition described in the ISO/IEC 27037:2012, and forensic analysis 
illustrated in the ISO/IEC 27042:20151) and the scenario is rather diversified, so 
it might be possible to manage the exchange differently on the basis of the kind 
of evidence. 

 
In the next paragraph a formal language, UCO/CASE, is briefly outlined for a 
standard representation of an electronic evidence exchange. It consists of: 

• a set of data and metadata for describing all actions (i.e. tasks);  
• actors (e.g.: subjects, victims, authorities, examiners, etc.); 
• tools (i.e. digital tools for carrying out different forensics processes); 
• digital and physical objects involved in the investigative case (e.g.: hard 

disk, smartphone, memory dump, etc.) and  
• objects relationships (e.g. Contains, Extracted From, et.) 

 
The requirement upon a standard language to represent a broad range of 
forensics information and processing results has become an increasing need 
within the forensics community. For the electronic evidence exchange a similar 
need has to be addressed even though the aim of the exchange may address 
different problems, for example malware analysis, relevant artefacts exchange, 
tools result comparison. Research activities conducted in this field have been 
used to develop and propose many languages, but, at the moment, UCO/CASE 
represents the most suitable standards to representing data and metadata 
related to an evidence exchange for a variety of reasons: 

 

• it has been developed in the cyber security environment but it also include 
lots of essential elements to representing digital forensics information; 

• it allows  to describe technical, procedural and judicial information as well; 
• it has been developed with the extensibility in mind so it is adaptable to 

the fast-pace development of technology and it allows the introduction of 
new elements to include forensics information not envisaged yet; 

• it leverages the UCO ontology that permits the description of Actions, 
Actors and their relationships; 

• it is open source; 
• it already contains a composed structure for representing a wide range of 

forensics information 
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One of the most common issue in dealing with the outcome of a forensic 
acquisition or analysis, concerns the possibility to verify findings 
extracted/generated by forensics tools. This need is becoming even clearer 
considering the ever-increasing speed of innovation involving digital devices and 
the consequences on forensics tools (i.e. operating system, data storage 
strategies, etc.). The lack of a standardised format for representing the output of 
forensics tools makes it difficult to compare results produced by different tools 
with similar features/functionalities. The use of a common standard language 
would offer many advantages: 

• it would allow comparing results produced by different versions of the 
same forensics tool in order to evaluate the progress in terms of 
information extraction and interpretation; 

• it would speed the automatic search activity avoiding analysing the same 
information already processed by the previous version of the tool; 

• it would foster the data and information exchange between different 
organisations and different actors involved in the investigation. 

 
Finally it should be highlighted that there are already existing platforms for the 
information exchange (I/24 by INTERPOL, SIENA by EUROPOL or HANSKEN by 
The Netherlands Forensic Institute), but either they don’t use a detailed structure 
related to digital forensics information for exchanging data or they don't use a 
widespread standard accepted within the forensic community, so it has been 
decided to adopt the UCO/CASE standard language that has become popular 
among many important stakeholders such as Europol, U.S. Department of 
Defense Cyber Crime Center - DC3, NFI, Cellebrite, Magnet Forensic and others. 

In the next paragraph a brief introduction to the UCO/CASE language will be 
provided.   
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2.5 Introduction to CASE/UCO5 
Any investigation often involves information from multiple data sources, 
organisations and countries, and decision makers need to be sure that the 
information provided to them is trustworthy. Therefore, cyber-investigation 
information, to be effective, needs to be represented and shared in a form that is 
usable in any contexts (i.e. digital forensic science, incident response, and 
situational awareness, etc.) and is flexible enough to accommodate evolving 
requirements. 

The main aim of CASE and UCO is interoperability - to enable the exchange of 
cyber-investigation information between tools, organizations, and countries.  

The power of such a standard is that it supports automated normalization, 
combination correlation, and validation of information, which means less time 
extracting and combining data, and more time analysing information. 

In the context of cyber-investigations, traces are the fundamental objects of study. 
A trace is a vestige, left from a past event or activity, criminal or not. To represent 
cyber-investigations, it is necessary to capture details about specific traces and 
their context such as manufacturers and serial numbers of storage media, network 
connection details, and names of files stored on a removable USB device with 
associated date-time stamps and cryptographic hash values. To represent this 
variety of information, as well as other non-trace cyber-investigation information 
(identities, locations, tools, etc.), CASE defines “Objects” and potentially 
associated “Property Bundles” containing details about the object. CASE leverages 
the base UcoObject type, derived Object sub-types, and Property Bundles that are 
defined by UCO.  

Objects encompass any concept pertaining to cyber-investigations including traces 
such as a mobile device, a file extracted from a device, an email address extracted 
from a file, a location extracted from EXIF metadata, or non- trace concepts such 
as a forensic action taken by an examiner. 

Ultimately the benefits in using such a formalism/standard language are: 

• To foster interoperability between different tools, organisations and 
countries; 

                                   
5 This paragraph is inspired and some parts have been faithfully taken from the paper E. Casey, 
S.Barnum, R. Griffith, J. Snyder. H. van Beek, A. Nelson, Advancing coordinated cyber-
investigations and tool interoperability using a community developed specification language, Digital 
Investigation 22 (2017) p. 14-45. 
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• To strengthen the admissibility of the evidence, representing the provenance 
or the chain of evidence, that is the set of tools and transformations that led 
from acquired raw data to the resulting product, highlighting the traceability 
of the potential digital evidence; 

• To address and to solve the lack of standards for the representation of the 
forensics tools results (see Section 6.2 caseConverter); 

• To provide trustworthy information: in a legal context, the evidence 
authentication process uses information about provenance, including 
evidence collection documentation, continuity of possession forms (chain of 
custody), audit logs from forensic acquisition tools, and integrity records, 
which all help establish the trustworthiness of digital evidence. 

CASE implements UCO to represent certain types of information that transverse 
the cyber domain as core entities. They consist of a set of data and metadata for 
describing: 

• People involved in the evidence life-cycle, from search and seizure to the 
report before the Court, technical and legal (subjects, victims, authorities, 
examiners, etc.); 

• Surrounding information about Legal authorization (i.e. search warrant); 

• Information about the Process/Lifecycle (i.e. seizing, acquisition, analysis, 
etc.); 

• Information about the Chain of custody by identifying Who did What, When 
and Where from the moment the Evidence has been gathered/seized; 

• Actions performed by people (seizing, acquisition, analysis, etc.); 

• Source of evidence, that is physical objects involved in the investigative case 
(e.g.: hard disk, smartphone) but even digital source of evidence (i.e. 
memory dump); 

• Description of the Objects inside the digital evidence and their Relationships 
(e.g. Contains, Extracted From, etc.). 

Figure 4 represents an overview of the timeline of an investigative case, relying 
on CASE representation, and it highlights all the traces (potential evidence) that 
have been extracted from the source of evidence (digital and physical) seized 
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during the search and seizure activity. Figure 4 shows, in particular, a preview of 
an image extracted by the forensic acquisition (cat pornography). 

 
Figure 4: Timeline overview of the Use Case D, grooming of a teenager girl 

 

Figure 5 shows the traces extracted from the seized smartphone, through a 
forensic physical acquisition where the follow information are shown: Who did the 
acquisition and the role played (Forensic Expert), Where, When, What has been 
done, the Instrument used, the Input for the Action (the smartphone transferred 
from the LEA to the FL), the Output/Result that has been obtained (Chain of 
Evidence). 
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Figure 5: Forensic acquisition of a mobile device, details 

 

CASE is being developed along with the Unified Cyber Ontology (UCO) that 
provides a format for representing all cyber artefacts. CASE, as a specific profile 
of UCO, provides support for cyber-investigations in any context, including 
criminal, corporate and intelligence. CASE and relevant portions of UCO build on 
the Hansken data model developed and implemented by the Netherlands Forensic 
Institute (NFI).  

CASE comes from the Digital Forensic Analysis eXpression (DFAX), used as a 
standard language in the EVIDENCE project. It was created to represent and 
exchange digital forensic information, using CybOX to represent the purely 
technical information, such as binary artefacts. 

CASE supports any serialisation (default JSON-LD), and can be utilised in any 
context, including criminal, corporate and intelligence. 

JSON-LD is 100% valid JSON with some specific JSON structures defined which 
allow full structural and semantic validation of each object, array and field in the 
JSON content to a relevant ontological specification for that element. 
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Figure 6 shows a JSON-LD example (mobile device Android), which uses strict 
@type values to specify the type for all JSON objects, enabling their explicit 
traceability back to the specifications for these types in UCO. The @type specifies 
the properties that it expects to find using JSON-LD validation. The “Trace” @type 
is a sub-class of Object that is used to characterise digital “things” such as devices, 
files, URLs, and network connections. 

 
Figure 6: Properties of an Android mobile device represented using CASE. 

 

Each Object is assigned an identifier (@id) that can be used to refer to the Object 
that cannot be changed that points to another Object, representing a relationship 
to that other Object. In the proposed approach, such references are represented 
using an embedded property that specifies the @id of another Object.  

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show an SMS message with a reference to a Phone Account 
objects that contain phone numbers. 
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Figure 7: SMS in CASE with a reference to a Phone Account objects that contain phone numbers 
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Figure 8: Phone Accounts object in CASE that contain phone numbers 

 
Figure 9: Physical acquisition of the seized smartphone, details 
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2.6 Use Cases and UCO/CASE representation 
One of the activities foreseen with the Work Package WP3 (Matching EVIDENCE 
into e-CODEX and linking to other EU Member States) has been the generation of 
some Use Cases (investigative cases), based on real investigation cases, in order 
to: 

• Test the UCO/CASE language representation. 
• Produce the JSON-LD files corresponding to each generated case.  
• Test the Evidence Exchange Standard Package application in composing, 

encrypting, preparing the related Evidence Package. 
• Deliver the Evidence Package to the Reference Implementation Portal 

through tailored web services (download process) 

The Use Cases aim at developing a ‘true to life’ example of how a digital evidence 
can be exchanged over e-CODEX in a secure and standardized way to support MLA 
and EIO cases. All Use Cases contain a detailed description of an exchange of 
evidence, through e-CODEX, using an Evidence Packages expressed in CASE 
language. 

The first three Use Cases (Use Case A, B and C) described below have been created 
with a EIO flow between the Austrian and Italian Competent Authorities in mind, 
while the last one (Use Case D) represents a different scenario where the 
investigation case begins before the issue of an EIO and after, during the first 
examination of the potential evidence, it raises the necessity to involve a CA of 
another country. 

The UCO/CASE representation of all these cases, in JSON-LD format, is reported 
in the Appendixes from 9.1 to 9.4. 

 

2.6.1 Use Case A 

This Use Case begins after the issue of an EIO between Austrian and Italian and 
every action/process is carried out under the issue of the EIO between two member 
states involved. 

 

STEP 01: 

The Public Prosecutor Office (PPO) in Austria issues an EIO to Italy for requesting 
a “provisional measures to prevent destruction, transformation, moving, transfer 
or disposal of items that may be used as evidence” (Annex A, section C, last 
checkbox). In the EIO section E the identity of the involved person is Lamberto 
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Laudisi. In the proceedings the concerned person holds the position of “suspected 
or accused person”. The offence for which the EIO is issued is punishable in the 
Issuing State and corresponds to the crime of drug trafficking. The request consists 
of a search and seizure of the suspect’s devices and in particular of his mobile 
phone. Moreover, the EIO contains also the national proceeding number (Annex A, 
section K, File no.) AT_2018_ISSUING_00001. In the EIO (section H3) the PPO of 
the Issuing State requires that: 

• Use Case A: in the section H3 of the EIO the PPO requests that the items 
are to be transferred to the Issuing State (Austria). 

• Use Case B: in the section H3 of the EIO the PPO requests that the items 
are to be remained in the Executing State (Italy) and indicates as the 
estimated date for the submission of a subsequent request concerning the 
items a month later the EIO issuing.  

 

STEP 02 

• The PPO in Italy, in accordance with the national law, authorizes the search 
and seizure activity on the suspect with the related warrant, and assigns the 
task to the local Law Enforcement Agency/Forensic Lab (from now on it will 
be indicated the Forensic Lab as stakeholder). Furthermore, the PPO 
generates a national proceeding number IT_2018_EXECUTING_00005. 

 

STEP 03 

• The search and seizure activity has been accomplished and a smartphone 
has been seized. The smartphone can be uniquely identified by the following 
features: 

Item number ITEM_00001 

Manufacturer Samsung 

Model SM-G900F 

IMEI 356765064657669 

Serial Number FDG764192 

Storage capacity 64 GB 

Clock setting 2018-05-31 6:00 
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Mobile account +393319420019 

 

• The smartphone contains a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) identified by 
the following features: 

Manufacturer Samsung 

SimType SIM 

SIMForm Micro SIM 

Carrier Telecom Italia 

ICCID 89390100001847875453 

IMSI 222014603559590 

Phone Number 393319420019 

PIN 7571 

PUK 86245177 

 

i) The Forensic Lab that carried out the search and seizure activity, through 
the EESP application, generates an Evidence Package in CASE format, 
containing the outcome of the action/activity performed. The meta data of 
the package must include, along with the smartphone data described 
above:  

National proceeding number of the Issuing 
State 

AT_2018_ISSUING_00001 

National proceeding number of the Executing 
State 

IT_2008_EXECUTING_00005 

Identity of the responsible of the search and 
seizure activity 

Francesco Bonanza (investigator) 

Place of search and seizure activity Corso Vittorio Emanuele 3, 00131 Rome, Italy 

Date of search and seizure activity April 20th 2018 

Time of search and seizure activity 06:00 AM 

List of seized items ITEM_00001  

Warrant number WARRANT_2018_00189 

 

ii) The Forensic Lab sends the Evidence Package to the PPO that transmits it 
electronically, over e-CODEX, to the PPO of the Issuing State. Afterwards 
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the PPO of the Executing State organizes the physical transfer (by secure 
courier or with other means) of the seized smartphone to the PPO of the 
Issuing State. 

 

• 1 InvestigativeAction: preserved (Search and Seizure); Instrument (Warrant 
WARRANT_2018_00189); Provenance Record (PR-1 = Lauidisi’s mobile 
phone) 

• 3 Identity: Lamberto Laudisi (offender), Francesco Bonanza (Investigator 
LEA), Veronica Chinnici (Judge) 

• 1 Location: Rome, via Olimpia 18 00142 Roma, Laudisi (offender) residence 

• 4 Relationship: SIM contained_within Smartphone, has_role (Offender, 
Investigator, Judge) 

• 1 Trace: the seized smartphone 

• 1 Provenance Record: PR-1 the output of the single InvestigativeAction with 
Instrument Warrant (inside the PR is set up the ExhibitNumber) 

• Trace: 1 smartphone and the SIM contained.  

 

2.6.2 Use Case B 

This Use Case B is the extension or the continuation of the Use Case A, where the 
investigation goes ahead with the transfer of the seized device from the Police to 
the Forensic Lab and two different Investigation Actions are carried out: the logical 
and the physical acquisition of the offender’s smartphone. 

 

STEP 04 

The PPO of the Issuing State, through a sequel of the previous EIO (Annex A, 
Section D – Relation to an earlier EIO), requests to extract data of the seized item 
(smartphone) and to exchange the potential evidence via electronic means. 
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STEP 05 

The PPO of the Executing State asks the same Forensic Lab (Forensics Expert 
Geeks Srl – piazza Navona, 16 00186 Rome) for accomplishing the data acquisition 
task. 

 

STEP 06 

The appointed Forensic Lab informs the PPO of the Executing State that it’s 
possible to attain both a logical acquisition, faster, smaller but more limited in 
terms of extracted data and a physical acquisition of the whole device. 

 

STEP 07 

The PPO of the Executing State communicates, through the EIO, that both 
acquisitions, logical and physical, are possible and it is also possible to 
electronically exchange them although in different time periods. 

 

STEP 08 

The PPO of the Issuing State communicates to continue with the acquisition tasks. 

 

STEP 09 

The appointed Forensic Lab of the PPO of the Executing State carries out the logical 
and physical acquisition using the forensic tool UFED 4PC, version 7.3.0.809 with 
the following settings’ configuration: 

ConnectionType Cable n. 100 

ExtractionMethod ADB_BACKUP 

ExtractionType Logical 

 

producing: 

• the logical acquisition including call logs, contacts, SMS, calendar, pictures, 
videos and audios whose total size corresponds to 30 MB; 

• the physical acquisition containing a complete copy of the memory device 
whose total size corresponds to 16 GB; 
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• Result: three files  

o Samsung GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip (backup, SHA 
8679FA469471F55238385CF6CB6C3BAB9CB51E409F2552ECF5C166
F3DB472CBF),  

o Report.xml (SHA 
394FEF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085
C7CBE40F7F) and  

o Samsung GSM_SM- G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd (log, is SHA 
missing?). 

 

STEP 10 

The Forensic Lab that carried out the forensic acquisition activity, through the EESP 
application, extends/combines the Evidence Package in CASE format, generated 
at STEP 03, containing the outcome of the forensic acquisition performed. The 
meta data of the package, related to the forensic acquisition, will include the 8 files 
extracted during the logical and physical acquisition 

The large-sized file, corresponding to the physical acquisition, will be represented 
in the Evidence Package as a reference link to the Storage Area for the next 
download from the trusted Forensic Lab of the PPO of the Issuing State. The 
information included in the package may also contain credential for accessing the 
file on the Storage Area (or the Forensic Lab will have received the symmetric key 
used for encrypting the file of evidence). 

 

STEP 11 

The PPO of the Executing State sends the Evidence Package to the PPO of the 
Issuing State and the logical acquisition as attachment. 

 

STEP 12 

The PPO of the Issuing State forwards the Evidence Package to its trusted Forensic 
Lab. 
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STEP 13 

The Forensics Lab imports the Evidence Package through the EESP application and 
downloads the large-sized file related to the physical acquisition of the smartphone 
using the information included in the package or the symmetric key received by 
the PPO of reference. 

• 2 Location, added piazza Navona, 00186 Rome (Forensic Lab Forensic Expert 
Geeks premises) 

• 4 Identity, added Marta Pentagora (forensic expert at Forensic Expert Geeks 
Lab) 

• 9 Trace, added 3 Trace (kind FILE) for the Logical Acquisition: Samsung 
GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip Report.xml and Samsung GSM_SM- 
G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd and 5 Trace (kind FILE) for the Physical 
Acquisition: blk0_mmcblk0.bin, blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin, procdata.zip, 
log.txt and G900F_Galaxy_S5_Pyhisical.ufd 

• 2 Tool: added two forensic tools, UFED 4PC for the logical and UFED 4PC  for 
the physical acquisitions 

• 9 Provenance Record, added those related the 8 Trace (kind FILE)  

• 4 Investigative Action, added 3 Investigative Action, Transfer between Police 
and Forensic Expert Geeks Lab, Logical acquisition and Physical acquisition)  

 

2.6.3 Use Case C  

The Use Case C is the extension or the continuation of the Use Case B, where the 
investigation goes ahead with the extraction of the SMS from the offender’s 
smartphone. 

 

STEP 14 

The PPO of the Issuing State communicates to continue with the analysis task 
(extraction of SMS). 
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STEP 15 

The appointed Forensic Lab of the PPO of the Executing State carries out the 
analysis (SMSs extraction) using the forensic tool UFED 4PC, version 7.3.0.809 
producing the following 8 messages in chronological order (the text has been 
translated from the original Italian language, only for the sake of understanding). 

FROM TO DATE/TIME SMS TEXT 

+393319420019 +393283623632 20180613T08:19:00Z Call me when you get 
a chance 

+393283623632 +393319420019 20180613T08:35:00Z Who are you? 

+393319420019 +393283623632 20180613T08:36:00Z Lamberto Laudisi 

+393283623632 +393319420019 20180613T09:01:00Z Ok, see you soon 

+393319420019 +393283623632 20180614T15:19:00Z Ok, everything is 
confirmed, the 100 
kilos pallet of fish is 
ready to be withdrawn 
at Genoa harbour 

+393283623632 +393319420019 20180614T15:21:00Z Ok, the truck is 
coming tomorrow for 
the withdrawn. We are 
waiting for the 
customs formalities 
for the Austria 

+393319420019 +393283623632 20180615T15:25:00Z Ok, the fish has been 
withdrawn! 

+393283623632 +393319420019 20180615T16:39:00Z Ok, great! 

 

STEP 16 

The Forensic Lab that carried out the forensic extraction activity, through the EESP 
application, extends/combines the Evidence Package in CASE format, generated 
at STEP 13, containing the outcome of the forensic acquisition performed. The 
meta data of the package, related to the forensic acquisition, will include the 8 files 
extracted during the logical and physical acquisition. 

The large-sized file, corresponding to the physical acquisition, will be represented 
in the Evidence Package as a reference link to the Storage Area for the next 
download from the trusted Forensic Lab of the PPO of the Issuing State. The 
information included in the package may also contain credential for accessing the 
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file on the Storage Area (or the Forensic Lab will have received the symmetric key 
used for encrypting the file of evidence). 

 

STEP 17 

The PPO of the Executing State sends the Evidence Package to the PPO of the 
Issuing State and the logical acquisition as attachment. 

 

STEP 18 

The PPO of the Issuing State forwards the Evidence Package to its trusted Forensic 
Lab. 

 

STEP 19 

The Forensics Lab imports the Evidence Package through the EESP application, and 
download the large-sized file related to the physical acquisition of the smartphone 
using the information included in the package or the symmetric key received by 
the PPO of reference. 

• 2 Location, added piazza Navona, 00186 Rome (Forensic Lab Forensic Expert 
Geeks premises) 

• 4 Identity, added Marta Pentagora (forensic expert at Forensic Expert Geeks 
Lab) 

• 9 Trace, added 3 Trace (kind FILE) for the Logical Acquisition: Samsung 
GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip Report.xml and Samsung GSM_SM- 
G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd and 5 Trace (kind FILE) for the Physical 
Acquisition: blk0_mmcblk0.bin, blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin, procdata.zip, 
log.txt and G900F_Galaxy_S5_Pyhisical.ufd 

• 2 Tool added, UFED-4PC for the logical acquisition and UFED-4PC for the  
physical acquisition 

• 9 Provenance Record, added those related the 8 Trace (kind FILE)  

• 4 Investigative Action, added 3 Investigative Action, Transfer between Police 
and Forensic Expert Geeks Lab, Logical acquisition and Physical acquisition)  
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2.6.4 Use Case D 

The Use Case D is a very different case from the previous ones. The key difference 
is that it begins at national level and after the extraction of messages from the 
seized smartphone of the victim. The data extracted reveals the necessity to 
continue the investigation in another country and therefore to issue an EIO towards 
the Italian competent authorities. The case begins in Germany after the complaint 
of the parents of a 14 year-old girl. The girl, whose name is Maria Sieland, was 
contacted on September 20th 2018 at about 21:45, through Facebook chat, by 
Mario Rossi (Facebook name) who posed as a young Italian guy of 15 year-old. He 
convinced Maria to send him some explicit images. 

After receiving the first picture the man started threatening the young girl telling 
her that he would publish the picture online if she didn’t send him more pictures. 
The girl sent nine more pictures and the next day, she spoke with her parents 
about what had happened. 

Maria’s mother reported him to the police and,  voluntarily, provided the Police 
Officers with her daughter’s smartphone. 

 

STEP 1 

A forensic acquisition of the smartphone of the girl was performed by the Forensic 
Lab in Germany. The forensic experts found both the conversation with the 
Facebook account “Mario Rossi” and the pictures taken with the smartphone as 
“Selfies” on September 20th 2018 between 21:45 and 23:00. 

The Germany Public Prosecutor requested information to Facebook about the IP 
addresses used to log in into “Mario Rossi” Facebook account in the day in which 
the messages were exchanged. After a few weeks Facebook provided the data and 
only one dynamic IP address was identified, namely 79.32.238.206. This IP 
Address belongs to the Italian Internet Service Provider Telecom Italia, providing 
connectivity to private and business customers. 

The Evidence Package meta data includes the following information:  

Identity (Role) 1. Maria Sieland (victim) 

2. Georg Dreyman (judge/authority),  

3. Anton Grubitz (investigator LEA),  
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4. Albert Jerska (forensic expert),  

5. Mario Rossi (offender) 

Location 1. Heinrich-Grüber-Straße 118 12621 Berlin, Germany (victim 
residence) 

2. Werner-Kube-Straße 7-5, 10407 Berlin, Germany (Forensic Lab 
premises) 

Trace 1. Device mobile Samsung (the seized smartphone) 

2. SIM,  

3. Samsung GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip 

4. Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd 

5. Report.xml,  

6. blk0_mmcblk0.bin,  

7. blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin,  

8. procdata.zip,  

9. log.txt, 

10.  Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Physical.ufd 

11. 12 messages exchanges by Facebook accounts 

Provencance record The Trace objects obtained by all the InvestigativeActions 

InvestigativeAction 1. preserved (Search and Seizure); Instrument (Warrant 
WARRANT_2018_00189); Provenance Record (PR-1 = Maria’s 
mobile phone) 

2. Transferred between Police and Forensic Expert Geeks Lab, 3) 
Extracted Logical acquisition  

3. Logical acquisition 

4. Physical acquisition,  

5. Extraction/Parser Facebook messages 

Relationship 1. SIM contained within Smartphone 
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2. Has_role (Offender, Investigator, Judge, Forensic Expert, Victim) 

Tool 1. UFED 4PC (logical acquisition),  

2. UFRED 4PC (physical acquisition) 

Warrant 1. Issued by Georg Dreyman in October 12  

 

STEP 2 

The Public Prosecutor in Germany started a request through an EIO for the Italian 
Public Prosecutor with the request to identify the owner/phone line associated with 
79.32.238.206. 

 

STEP 3 

The Italian Public Prosecutor, through the Police, requests Telecom Italia to provide 
information about the details of the person. Specifically, the landline associated 
with the IP address on 20th September 2018 is 01112345678 and the owner is 
“Mario Rossi, via Madam Cristina, 103, 10125, Torino”. 

The Italian Public Prosecutor sent the information back to the German public 
prosecutor and the German Public Prosecutor asked the Italian public prosecutor 
to carry out a search and seizure. The Italian Public Prosecutor agreed on that and 
asked the Police to perform the search and seizure. 

 

STEP 4 

The search and seizure is performed and one personal computer was found in the 
house of “Mario Rossi”. Specifically, the computer brand was Asus model E200HA-
FD0004TS with serial number AS3434123412TKX. A hard drive was extracted from 
the computer, more specifically - Toshiba model MK8037GSX serial 27FFTUIYT size 
80 GB. 

The Italian Public Prosecutor provided the information about the search and seizure 
to the German public prosecutor and requests for further action. 

The Evidence Package meta data includes the following information:  

Identity (Role) 1. Giampaolo Morelli (investigator LEA) 
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2. Veronica Logan (judge/authority) 

3. Paolo Sussanelli (forensic expert) 

Location 1. via Madam Cristina, 103, 10125, Torino (home suspect) 

2. via Giovanni Argentero, 18, 10126 Torino (Digital Forensic 
Bureau – DFB Forensic office) 

Warrant 1) Issued by Veronica Logan (WARRANT_IT_2018_00033) 

Trace 1. Computer AUS 

2. HD model MK8037GSX 74,5GB 

Tool 1. X-Ways Forensics 19.6 SR-6 x64 

Trace 1. (Computer) ASUS E200HA-FD0004TS 

2. HD Toshiba model MK8037GSX, s/n 27FFTUIYT, 80GB 

1) file ROSSI_HD.001 in evidence/DFB_2018_00035 

2) 10 images, MaSi_01, … MaSi_10.jpg 

ProvenanceRecord 1. (Computer) ASUS E200HA-FD0004TS 

2. HD Toshiba model MK8037GSX, s/n 27FFTUIYT, 80GB seized 

3. HD Toshiba model MK8037GSX, s/n 27FFTUIYT, 80GB 
transferred 

4. file ROSSI_HD.001 in evidence/DFB_2018_00035 

5. 10 images MaSi_01-10.jpg 

InvestigativeAction 1. Search and Seizure of Computer with Hard disk in October 15 

2. HD transfer in October 18 

3. Acquisition in October 19 

4. Extraction 10 images  

 

Now three scenarios are possible: 

a) The German public prosecutor requests the Italian Public Prosecutor to send 
the original device (the hard disk) before taking the forensic image. 
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b) The German public prosecutor requests the Italian Public Prosecutor to ask 
Police/Forensic Lab to take a forensic image of the hard drive and 
transmit/send it to Germany for Analysis. 

c) The German public prosecutor requests the Italian Public Prosecutor to ask 
Police/Forensic Lab to take a forensic image of the hard drive, analyse it and 
search the 10 pictures of interest and transmit/send a report back. 

In case b), the process restarts from the STEP 4. 

STEP 5 

The Italian Public Prosecutor asks a Forensic Lab to create a forensic image of the 
hard drive. The forensic image was created by using the software X-Ways Forensics 
version 19.6 installed on a Windows 10 64bit forensic workstation. The hard drive 
was connected to the computer by using a physical write blocker brand WiebeTech 
model UltraDock v5. The image is in DD format and all the information is available 
in the attached ROSSI_HD.txt report generated by X-Ways. 

 

STEP 6 

The Italian prosecutor sends back the report with the hash and then the acquisition 
file (80 GB in size) needs to be transferred 

 

In case c), the process restarts from the STEP 4. 

 

STEP 5 

The Italian Public Prosecutor asked a Forensic Lab to create a forensic image of 
the hard drive and to analyse it to find the pictures. The forensic image was created 
by using the software X-Ways Forensics version 19.7. The image is in DD format 
and all the information is available in the attached R1_HD.txt report generated by 
X-Ways. 

The Forensic Lab analysed the forensic image and they found the 10 pictures in 
JPG format the folder “C:\Users\Rossi\Download”. The 10 pictures are named as 
a typical Facebook attachment and, as expected, EXIF information were removed 
when the picture was uploaded on the social network. The 10 pictures were 
extracted and the MD5 hash value was calculated. 
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STEP 6 

The Italian prosecutor sends back the Evidence Package including the 10 images 
and the report (it is planned plan to add a feature in the EESP application that 
allows automatic generation of part of the report) integrated by the Italian police 
containing all the information about the analysis. 
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2.7 e-Codex method for sematic interoperability 
The representative of the Ministry of Justice of The Netherlands, gave a  
presentation putting the focus on the business logic changes in the e-Codex 
system to include the Evidence Exchange among the e-Justice services already 
implemented in the platform.  

Figure 10 depicts the overview of the evidence exchange workflow: 

Figure 10: Evidence Exchange over e-Codex overview 

Some remarks on this scenario are the following: 

• Existing EIO/MLA-messages can be reused. 

• Attachments can already be sent with EIO/MLA. 

• Forensic data will be stored in standard CASE-message; no changes to 
CASE needed. 

• CASE-message might be sent as an attachment in an EIO/MLA-message. 

• Alternative: EIO/MLA-message refers to URL where CASE-message can be 
downloaded from 

• EIO/MLA-message might be extended with information about forensic 
evidence 

Considering the metadata needed to describe the new message, it must be noted 
that: 

• EIO/MLA-messages are modelled in MDW (Metadata Workbench) 

• Based on standard CCTS (Core Component Technical Specification) of 
UN/CEFACT 
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• Set of Core Components (CC’s) – generic building blocks 

• CC’s are used to construct Business Information Entities (BIE’s) – tailored 
building blocks 

• BIE’s are used to construct Business Documents (BD’s, a.k.a. messages) 

• If the need arises, existing CC’s can be extended, and new CC’s can be 
defined 

Finally what is needed to define are the following points: 

• Determine what information should be added to existing MLA-messages 

• It might be useful to duplicate some information from CASE-message in 
MLA-message (‘what is this message about?’, ‘what forensic data is 
contained in this message?’) 

• How to deal with large attachments? 

2.8 Hansken: vision statement 
The representative of the Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI) portrayed the 
Hansken platform. Hansken is the forensic data analysis platform that is widely 
used for giving access to and insight in data and traces originating from seized or 
demanded material to detectives investigating crime cases at (inter)national law 
enforcement agencies. Law enforcement agencies and science institutes closely 
cooperate in the continuous development of the platform and in innovative R&D 
enabled by Hansken. Newly gained knowledge is shared via Hansken as 
knowledge hub and applied in crime case investigations, increasing both 
investigative power and speed.  

Digital data and deduced digital traces play a continuously growing role in 
investigations and the furnishing of proof in crime cases. The volume, variety 
and variation of this data grow rapidly. As a result, there is a serious shortage of 
digital forensic knowledge and a growing need for new knowledge to handle this 
growth.  

Hansken is designed to give access to and insight in digital data and traces 
originating from seized and demanded material. Since 2012, the NFI has been 
developing a prototype to provide Digital Forensics as a Service (DFaaS} [1,2]. 
In recent years, parts of this platform have been rolled out and successfully 
applied at the Dutch National Police and the Dutch Fiscal Information and 
Investigation Service, amongst others. Hansken has proven itself in supporting 
over 700 crime cases and withstood a profound judicial review.  
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The main advantages of Hansken are described below: 

• Improved investigative capacity and speed: analysis capacity increases 
because case detectives can independently investigate digital data and 
traces. Experts focus on deepening and interpreting identified traces.  

• Improved investigative results: case detectives can concurrently 
investigate large quantities of data coherently. Parties can bundle their 
forces (capacity and knowledge) for further developing the platform. 
Stored and automated knowledge is actively shared amongst all crime 
cases. 

• Increased innovation: digital forensic knowledge is strengthened and 
enlarged by (inter)national cooperation. Parties can connect existing tools 
and libraries to the platform and develop their own extensions. 

• High quality reporting: the quality and transparency of case reports 
increases since the Hansken platform implements legal and forensic 
principles. For each trace, the chains of evidence and custody are in place.  

• Optimized organizational integration: use of the platform makes it possible 
for parties to easily cooperate and bundle their investigative forces while 
maintaining the forensic quality.  

2.9 Developed Tools for Internal Use 
One of the first task to accomplish within the project has been the identification 
of real investigative cases and the representation of their meta data in 
UCO/CASE language. This has been the main motivation to develop a specific 
software, caseGenerator, being able to quickly generate the Evidence meta data 
in JSON-LD format. The functionality of the caseGenerator will be included in the 
EESP application, but the latter is a web application and it has a more complex 
architecture, whilst the internal one is a simple desktop application. 

For the adoption of the UCO/CASE language as a standard for the Evidence 
Exchange it is fundamental the participation of the main software companies in 
digital forensics arena. The big actors in the forensics tools development field 
should extend their tools for making them fully complied with the metadata 
structure represented with the formal languages above described. On the other 
hand, these companies will be willing to collaborate if the standard will be 
adopted within the e-Codex platform under the umbrella of the EIO/MLA legal 
instruments. In order to stimulate these vendors it has been developed a 
converter application, caseConverter, being able to convert the output/report of 
some popular forensic tools in XML into UCO/CASE format.  

The two applications will be described in the next two paragraphs. 
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2.9.1 caseGenerator 

The necessity to conduct a depth study of the UCO/CASE standard has led to the 
development of a tool to generate the JSON-LD files corresponding to the standard 
representation of the above Use Cases. The result has been the creation of the 
caseGenerator application, an internal application for generating CASE evidence 
package in JSON-LD format. It’s a cross-platform application, it runs on Windows 
and OSX operating systems, and allows to generate all Objects provided by the 
standard language. 

 

Application forms 

Figure 11 shows the main form of the application, where besides the main data of 
the case there are all the buttons to generate each different kind of Object provided 
by the language: 

• Identity 

• Role 

• Relationship 

• Location 

• Tool 

• Warrant 

• Trace (Mobile device, SIM, Computer, File, Disk Partition, Phone account, 
Mobile Account, Email Account, Facebook Account, Message) 

• Provenance Record 

• Investigative Action 
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Figure 11: caseGenerator, main form 

 

Figure 12 shows the information related to the Identity Object: 
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Figure 12: caseGenerator, Identity form 

 

Figure 13 represents the information related to the Mobile Device Object, while 
Figure 14 shows the InvestigativeAction Object and finally Figure 15 shows the 
timeline of the investigative case, related to the extraction of the images (Use Case 
D). 
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Figure 13: caseGenerator, Mobile Device form 
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Figure 14: caseGenerator, Investigative Action form 
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Figure 15: caseGenerator, Timeline related to the images extraction 

 

Processing flow 

The UCO/CASE Objects creation processing flow must act in accordance with the 
following order, because of some dependencies that have to be satisfied:  

1. Identity, it is independent Object 

2. Role, it is independent but a set of roles should be already defined that may 
include: Offender, Victim, Judge, D.F. Expert, LEA 

3. Relationship, it depends on Identity and Role 

4. Location, it is independent 

5. Warrant, it depends on Identity, Role and Relationship. There must be an 
Identity who plays the Role of Judge, so there must be an Identity tied/bound 
to a Relationship 

6. Tool, it is independent 
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7. Trace, it is most independent in case like Mobile Deivce, SIM, File, 
DiskPartition, Mobile account, Email account, PhoneAccount, but Message 
depends on PhoneAccont. A group of Trace should automatically generate 
some Relationship (SIM inside Smartphone, HD inside Computer, etc.) 

8. ProvenanceRecord, it depends on Trace and it should be automatically 
generated when a trace is defined 

9. InvesigativeAction, it depends on ProvenanceRecord/Trace 

 

2.9.2  caseConverter 

Leading companies6 involved in forensics tools development have shown a great 
interest in the UCO/CASE standard but they haven’t yet adopted its use in their 
tools (thus making the produced output/report fully complied with the standard). 
This consideration has led to the development of an intermediate software layer in 
order to turn the output of the main forensic tools in UCO/CASE standard, for two 
main reasons: 

• to develop a JSON-LD file in UCO/CASE of the Use Case developed within 
the activity of the project and for the future use of the tools for the digital 
evidence exchange among CAs in the EU MSs; 

• to push the main forensic tools companies to adopt the standard, proving 
that the task is possible. 

At the moment the caseConverter is working on the XML report generated by the 
Cellebrite UFED7 tool, shortly it will be able to convert report XML generated by 
other tools like Axiom by Magnet Forensic.  

The converter is able to process the following information: 

• Device information: AndroidID, BluetoothAddress, BluetoothDeviceName, 
AndroidSerialNumber, Device Model, Device Operating System version, 
Device Manufacturer, Device WifiAddress, ICCID (SIM), IMSI (SIM), Mobile 
Device DeviceActivationTime, Device Serial Number, Device Mobile IMEI, 

                                   
6 Cellebrite, Magnet Forensic, XWays Forensics, etc. 
7 https://www.cellebrite.com/en/law-enforcement/lab/ 
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Mobile Device MockLocationsAllowed, Mobile Device 
OperatingSystemTypeAndroidID,… 

• Extraction data: extraction from the <images> XML elements by the XPath 
functions to define all the File Object related to the Physical Acquisition.  

• Decoded Data: Contacts and SMS, extraction from the model type=”SMS”> 
and <model type=”Contact”> XML elements, by the XPath functions. The 
Contact items correspond to the PhoneAccount Object and are necessary to 
identify the name of the Sender and the Receiver of the SMS messages 
Object. 

Appendixes 9.5 contains the UCO/CASE file in JSON-LD format, produced by the 
conversion process. 

Figure 16 shows the main page of the caseConverter application after the import 
of the XML report in a TreeView component. 
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Figure 16: caseConverter main page, report XML loaded in the Treeview component 
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2.10 e-Evidence Digital Exchange System project: 
overview 

The two representatives of the European Commission, provided an outline of the 
e-Evidence Digital Exchange System  and Reference Implementation.  

The main feature of the system are show as follows: 

• Council Conclusion June 9, 2016; 
• EIO instruments (Directive 2014/41/EU); 
• MLA instruments; 
• Secure online portal for electronic requests and responses concerning e-

evidence. 

The e-Evidence Exchange system is based on a decentralised architecture (see 
Figure 17) and has the following features: 

• uses building blocks of e-CODEX: eID, eSignature, EUI, EU Login, CDB – 
this facilitates interoperability and reduces the costs and the development 
time; 

• it is open to Judicial authorities from the EU Member States only in the first 
phase; 

• it can be extended to other instruments in a later stage; 
• it can be extended to other user communities in a later stage (3rd 

countries and ISP's); 

 
Figure 17: e-Evidence Digital Exchange system architecture 

Figure 18 the roadmap and milestones of the e-Evidence Portal Reference 
Implementation are shown. 
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Figure 18: Roadmap and milestones of the e-Evidence Portal Reference Implementation 

2.11 UCO/CASE: overview of the status and future of 
the standard 

The representative of the University of Lausanne  gave a presentation on the 
UCO/CASE language and its future. 

The main features related to the information covered by the language are the 
following: 

1. CASE: Chain of Custody 
2. CASE: Provenance & Notes 
3. CASE: Chain of Evidence 
4. CASE Investigation 
5. CASE Traces 
6. CASE Data Protection 

The Chain of Custody is represented as follows: 

• "@type": "InvestigationAction” 
• "name": "preserved” 
• "startTime": "2017-06-21T22:36:24.35Z” 
• "@type": "ActionReferences” 
• “instrument": "AUTHORIZATION (e.g., warrant-uid)” 
• "location": "argos-palace-uuid” 
• “performer": "PERSON (e.g., euripides-uuid)” 
• "object": "EVIDENCE (e.g., mobile-device-uuid)” 
• “result": "PROVENANCE RECORD" 
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The Provenance & Notes are represented as follows: 

• “@type": "ProvenanceRecord”, 
• "description": "Smartphone seized by Argos PD”, 
• "exhibitNumber": "AthensPD-2017220601”, 
• "object": "EVIDENCE” 

 

• "@type": "Annotation” 
• "object": "ANY OBJECT, ACTION, PERSON, PLACE” 

The Chain of Evidence is represented as follows: 

• "@type": "InvestigationAction” 
• "name": "preserved” 
• "startTime": "2017-06-21T22:36:24.35Z” 
• "@type": "ActionReferences” 
• "instrument": "TOOL (e.g., mobile-extractor-uuid)” 
• "location": "argos-palace-uuid” 
• "performer": " PERSON (e.g., aeschylus-uuid)” 
• "object": "INPUT PROVENANCE RECORD” 
• "result": "OUTPUT PROVENANCE RECORD" & "TOOL OUTPUT” 

The Investigation is represented as follows: 

• "@type": "Investigation” 
• "name": "Crime E” 
• "focus": "Murder” 
• "description": "In the Palace of Argos, Agamemnon and Cassandra were 

killed by Clytemnestra (accomplice Aegisthus)"     
• "object": ["argos-palace-uuid", "cassandra-uuid", "victim5-uuid", "role-

relationship5-uuid", etc.] 
• LIST OF ALL PEOPLE, ITEMS, ACTIONS, etc. 

The potential evidence or Traces, as it is indicated in the language, include the 
following: 

• Computers & mobile devices 
o Make, model, OS, serial number, other identifiers 
o Storage media, file systems, deleted files 
o Calls, messages, apps, and much more… 

 

• Networks 
o IP address 
o Traffic content 
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o Telecommunications 
o Lawful intercept 
o Call Detail Records 

As far as the data protection issues are concerned, the language provides the 
following features: 

• Baked-in data markings 

 

• Define any MarkingDefinition 
• Legal 
• Licensing 
• Traffic Light Protocol 
• Security Classification 

 

• Assert MarkingDefinition on any information 
• Comprehensive: all information in CASE bundle 
• Granular: specific information in CASE bundle 

 

2.12 SIRIUS project 
The representative of EUROPOL gave a presentation on the SIRIUS project 
(Shaping Internet Research Investigations Unified System). 

The use of electronic devices, online messaging apps and social media for 
criminal purposes pose significant challenges to law enforcement and judicial 
authorities, from both a technical and legal perspective.  

While cooperation between competent authorities and Online Service Providers 
(OSPs) in Internet investigations is common practice, a series of constraints 
which hamper the establishment of a truly successful public-private partnership 
have been identified: 

• Competent authorities in Member States may lack the necessary 
knowledge on how to retrieve relevant information from a specific social 
media platform or online messaging service, or may not know the 
appropriate procedure to request information from Online Service Providers 
(OSPs); 

• From their side, OSPs receive a high volume of requests from law 
enforcement which may not be standardised or of low quality, creating 
additional workload and delaying the time of response. 
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On the Judiciary part, current means of judicial cooperation, such as Mutual 
Legal Assistance (MLA), are often regarded as too slow and cumbersome to 
address the highly volatile nature of e-evidence.  

With a large proportion of the requests concerning records associated with 
services offered by US-based Service providers, the partnership between the EU 
and the US on cross-border access to electronic evidence has gained pivotal 
importance, both in terms of direct cooperation between EU Member States' law 
enforcement and judiciary and US-based service providers) and EU-US Mutual 
Legal Assistance (MLA) procedures, both of which need to become more 
effective. 

Upon the identification of the above challenges and to address the request from 
Member States, the EU IRU and EC3 have recently launched SIRIUS, for the 
following purposes: 

• Strengthen and speed up direct cooperation between law enforcement and 
US-based service providers for access to electronic evidence through 
targeted exchange of experience and best practice, as well as training;  

• Provide opportunities for the exchange of best practice and further training 
for EU practitioners on applicable rules in the US related to the MLA 
procedure.  

Specifically, SIRIUS responds to the need to facilitate access to electronic 
evidence and in general, should improve the success rate of EU-US MLA 
requests. 

SIRIUS is available only to law enforcement and judicial authorities, and it is 
accessible from the European Platform for Experts (EPE) at 
https://epe.europol.europa.eu  

 

2.13 Judicial cooperation 
The representative of EUROJUST presented an overview of the judicial 
cooperation among Member States in the European Union. 

What is electronic evidence? 

• Descriptive perspective 
• Physical or traditional evidence (not electronic) which may be digitized 
• Evidence born in an analogue format 
• Evidence originally born digital as created by any digital device 
• Almost all crimes (traditional and cyber) require electronic evidence to be 

gathered 
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Which are traditional and cyber-specific investigative measures? 

• Traditional measures: interview, surveillance 
• Cyber-specific investigative measures: real time collection of traffic data, 

interception of content data, search and seizure of stored computer data 
• Consequence: evidence may come in the form of digitalised traditional 

evidence and computer files, logs, computer data, metadata, 
transmissions... 

When is the secure transmission provided? 

• When acquiring evidence from its source 
• When transmitting evidence or potential evidence from LEAs to judicial 

authorities 
• When executing MLA request/s from State A to B or EIO/s from JA in MS1 

to JA in MS2 
• Consequences of failure of secure transmission re. admissibility and weight 

of evidence during investigation and trial phase 

Which is the status quo in the use of channels for cooperation in the EU? 

• EIOs sent by institutional email (i.e. Italian practice of certified email to 
prove the authenticity of the origin, unknown in other MSs) 

• Issues faced in transmitting evidence (EJ experience in specific cases; 
“HANDLE with CARE”; technical issues when copying the USB to send 
content to the requesting JA or share the content in multilateral 
investigations) 

• Hard copy disk by post 
• Hard copy disk, blue ray disk delivered by DHL 
• Delivery of evidence in the context of CM or JIT meeting, journey organised 

to meet at the border to hand over evidence 

Which is the status quo in the use of channels for International cooperation? 

• MLA requests primarily used to obtain the production of stored traffic data 
and operational information, search and seizure of digital evidence 

• Current procedures for MLA requests 
• LEAs rely on informal police to police cooperation 

 

2.14 UCO/CASE Issues, Feedback and Open Points 
2.14.1 UCO/CASE Issues and Feedback 
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The following list details some questions put forward during the debate and the 
corresponding answers from the participants: 

1. UCO/CASE supports a range of information that represent one of the 
strengths in the Hansken data model: defining where the type of the trace 
comes from and it differentiates between property bundles that are 
extracted, mined, processed, or user added (annotated). Extracted types 
are deterministic results of applying forensic tools to data, e.g. ‘file’ or 
‘email’. Mined types such as ‘entity’ are the result of applying probabilistic 
algorithms. Mined types have a property to represent the confidence of the 
trace based on the probabilistic algorithm it originates from. Processed 
types describe the process and provide provenance details, such as the 
‘tool’ type. Finally, user-added types describe metadata that is added by a 
user while analysing the traces. How do you present these kind of potential 
evidence (mined or user added) before a Court, how do judges deal with 
them?  

Answer: Those kinds of evidence are presented as they are, to explicitly 
say their nature, it will be to judges decide if take them in consideration. 
It is part of the whole judgement, putting together all the potential 
evidence and reach a sensible conclusion. 

2. How CASE is able to share information at different level of trust and 
classification. Can some of you provide an example on how it is possible to 
protect sensitive and private information in the formalism of the language?  

Answer: using the detailed structure provided by CASE, each 
organization can apply, at application level, the proper encryption 
measures to protect specific data that they consider private. 

3. InvestigativeAction: the Object generally contains one single item, is it 
envisaged more than one item? If yes could you provide an example? In 
this case there is no way to connect the single item in the Output array 
with one or more items in Result array.  

Answer: an example is when you acquire an encrypted hard disk and 
from the dump memory you extract the key in use for the hard disk 
encryption, so the Object will contain two items and it will produce the 
decrypted hard disk. Another example can be a big image split in many 
chunks, the Object will contain each separated piece and the Result will 
be the whole composed original image. 
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4. Data Markings: a crucial aspect of information sharing is being able to set 
levels of trust or classification in order to control levels of access to all or 
part of the information. UCO provides for data markings that CASE can use 
to support proper handling of shared information. Could you explain more?  

Answer: see the answer n. 3. 

5. CASE data model is based on duck testing: what is the duck model?  

Answer: Duck typing allows data to be defined by its inherent 
characteristics rather than enforcing strict data typing. CASE objects can 
be assigned any rational combination of property bundles, such as a file 
that is an image and a thumbnail. When employing this approach, data 
types are evaluated with the duck test, which uses inference to the best 
explanation (a.k.a. abductive reasoning). Simply stated, if it walks like a 
duck, swims like a duck, quacks like a duck, and looks like a duck, then 
it probably is a duck. 

6. CASE doesn’t have the object Warrant, it would be a good idea to discuss 
this with some legal expert for understanding which are the essential data 
for uniquely identifying a warrant?  

Answer: this Object will be implemented in the final version of the 
ontology. 

7. Which are the official source repositories for UCO and CASE?  

Answer: the documentation is not updated, at the moment the most 
reliable sources are https://sites.google.com/view/casework for CASE 
and https://github.com/ucoProject for UCO. 

 

2.14.2  UCO/CASE Open Points 

The following list details some questions that were not discussed and represent 
open points to be shortly addressed: 

1. Trace - PhoneAccount: property accountIssuer: wouldn’t it be better to set 
the value to a @id of an Identity? or at least provide this possibility 

2. Trace - SIM: each trace has a @type property, for the SIM you use SIMType, 
is there a reason for this difference? 
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3. Another benefit of the Hansken data model is that provenance is baked into 
the data model using a tree structure. What does that mean? Could you 
provide an example? 

4. As a general rule, Forensic Actions do not reference Objects directly, but 
rather reference Provenance Records when available in order to maintain 
provenance information. Is it still valid? In a search and seizure action object 
should be empty. Shouldn’t it? 

5. CASE provides structure for representing details about how cyber 
information (potential evidence) has been handled, transferred, processed, 
extracted and interpreted. I didn’t see yet any example about how the 
interpretation is represented. Is this a delicate/weak side where someone 
may say that it is not possible to represent a subjective conclusion in a formal 
way? 

6. Which are the properties of FacebookAccount? 

7. In the Performer property of an InvestigativeAction there is an Identity not 
a Role + Identity. 

8. In the first scenario on how a Digital Evidence Exchange may take place, 
what if the EP size is greater than 2GB? Possible solutions may be to 
compress the file, considering that this case is unlikely to happen, or to 
activate a split/join packages strategy to allow the transfer through the e-
CODEX platform, overcoming the current limits. 

9. To reduce the size of the CASE/JSON it would be better to put in each 
Object/Trace the Action that has been used to extract it: it takes the Action 
small because CAs are interested in Object/Trace not in the Action. 

10. In case of continuous exchange between two LEAs the second scenario 
related to an Electronic Evidence Exchange architecture is a little 
cumbersome. In most cases the Exchange of Large File is carried out mostly 
between two LEAs, so only one single download is necessary (a new 
alternative Figure 19, should be prepared to represent this real scenario). 
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2.15 Evidence Exchange of Large File 
Within the Evidence Exchange flow, one of the main issues to address is how to 
exchange the physical data of an Evidence when its size overcomes a specific limit. 
This issue has been indicated as the Exchange of Large File of Evidence issue. This 
is a common problem to all the platforms that implement a secure and reliable 
exchange of data, whatever it is. The limit or threshold depends on the context, in 
the Evidence2e-Codex context this limit is about 2GB, because the maximum 
allowed message size processed by e-CODEX is about 2GB. Therefore, when the 
Evidence Package size is less than 2GB it will travel over e-Codex to be delivered 
to the addressee (Issuing State), otherwise the Evidence Package will contain only 
meta data and the physical data will be asynchronously delivered to the addressee 
via a different channel.  

Having said that, it should be highlighted that there are two basic scenarios where 
the Evidence Exchange may take place: 

1. Scenario A: the Evidence Package contains meta data and physical data 
related to an evidence whose total size is less than 2 GB. This limit is at 
present the largest size of a message that e-CODEX platform is able to 
manage. This scenario has been called small-sized file of evidence (less than 
2 GB) where the meta data of the Evidence Package includes a reference 
(path name) to the physical files. 

2. Scenario B: the Evidence Package contains meta data, whilst the data, 
whose size ranges between 2 GB and N GB, where the number N depends 
on the limit of the system information features of Member States involved in 
the Exchange. This scenario has been called large-sized file of evidence 
(greater than 2GB) where the physical file, duly encrypted, will separately 
travel from the Evidence Package itself. The physical file will be saved 
(encrypted) on a Storage Area under the Member State (Executing State) 
/National Competent Authority and the Evidence Package meta data will 
include a web reference to the physical file.  

Figure 19 shows the Scenario B (large-sized file). 
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Figure 19: Evidence Exchange scenario for large-sized file of Evidence 

 

In Figure 19, it is important to emphasize that: 

• the National Storage Area (NSA) must be under the Member State / 
Competent Authority responsibility. During the workshop some LEA experts 
observed that the download/exchange process may also directly happen 
between the LEAs involved, but this will mostly depend on national legislation 
and the relationships between the judicial/competent authorities and the LEA 
in the MSs involved; 

• it must be discussed with the MSs how to manage the security levels 
(symmetric/asymmetric keys) of the files stored in the NSA, bearing in mind 
that each MS may have different systems/procedures. To encrypt the large 
file of Evidence, it is recommended to use the same symmetric key that has 
been used to encrypt the Evidence Package and that is exchanged over e-
CODEX; 

• the download process should be managed by a download manager being 
able to support pausing and resuming in case of transfer network 
interruption. This means that once the process has been started there is no 
need to control the final outcome; 
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• all download processes are carried out using secure channels of 
communication. 

 

2.16 How the Exchange may take place within the EIO: 
overview and role of the e-Codex components 
(EXEC project) 

The representative of the Ministry of Justice of Austria  gave a presentation on 
the EXEC project that it is going to extend/strengthen some components of e-
CODEX to manage the Evidence Exchange e-Justice service on e-Codex platform. 

Figure 20 depicts an overview of the EXEC project architecture: 

 
Figure 20: EXEC architecture overview 

The main objectives of the project are the following: 

• Setup of  

o domibusGateway 

o domibusConnector 

o e-Evidence Reference Implementation (by the European Commission) 

• to enable participating Member States 

• to electronically exchange EIO and related e-Evidence using 
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o the e-Evidence Reference Implementation provided by the European 
Commission; 

o or an existing system directly connected to a national back end 
solutions. 

The available modules and their version area shown below: 

• domibusGateway 4.0: available (09/2018) – Gateway maintenance by CEF 
e-Delivery. 

• domibusGateway 4.1/4.2 (version 4.1 May 2019). 
• Large file transfer >2GB for GW 4.2 – using split/join mechanism on ebMS 

level. 
• domibusConnector 4.0.2: available – Connector maintenance by Me-

CODEX project. 
• Use of SOAP streaming (MTOM). 
• domibusConnector 4.1.0: RC released, Final release by mid of December 

2018. 
• Attachment streaming using filesystem. 
• New Administration UI. 
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3 Conclusions 
The workshop involved many different stakeholders and covered a wide range of 
expertise and perspectives. In particular, among the participants there have been 
representatives from: 

• Law Enforcement Agencies: EUROPOL, German Federal Criminal Police, 
INTERPOL. 

• European Commission: DG Justice and Consumers. 

• Ministry of Justice: Austria, France, Germany, The Netherlands, Portugal, 
Spain. 

• EU Institutions: EUROJUST, OLAF, National Chambers of Judicial Officers. 

• Academies: CNR, Groningen University, Lausanne University.  

• International Criminal Court, Hague Conference on Private International 
Law, Netherlands Forensic Institute. 

• Forensics Tools Software Private Companies: Cellebrite, Magnet Forensics. 

 

We received a fruitful feedback on the formal language UCO/CASE, as illustrated 
in the Paragraph 7, but even on the proposed solutions to address the Exchange 
of Large File of Evidence. For instance, many LEA representatives have highlighted 
that in their national context, the Evidence Exchange scenario, depicted in Figure 
19, may be made simpler, allowing a direct connection between two national 
Forensic Labs, in case they are Law Enforcement Agencies. In that case only a 
single download process has to be considered. Nevertheless, some judicial 
authorities raised doubts on this solution because it will be done outside the 
Competent Authority supervision/control. This is a point that will be discussed in 
the next technical and legal meetings, already scheduled. 

The next technical meeting will be held in The Hague on 26-27 March 2019 at the 
premises of the Ministry of Justice of The Netherlands. 
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4 Appendix 
 

4.1  USE Case A: UCO/CASE in JSON-LD Format 
 

{"__CASE__":"Drug trafficking 2018 (search and seizure)",  

"@context":{ 

"@vocab":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"case":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"rdf":"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#", 

"rdfs":"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#", 

"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"}, 

"@id":"bundle-{C148908C-3ED4-4E5F-A1B3-C959B9A1CD93}", 

"@type":"Bundle", 

"description":"Lamberto Laudisi, an Italian man who lives in Rome, is suspected of 
international drug trafficking, between Italy and Austria.", 

"content":[ 

{"@id":"investigation-2CE44998-EAC3-405A-B082-0E22204E3EE8", 

"@type":"Investigation", 

"name":"IT_2018_EXCUTING_00005", 

"focus":"Drugs trafficking (Search and Seizure)", 

"description":"An Italian man is suspected of international drug trafficking.", 

"object":[ 

{"@id":"86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074"}, 

{"@id":"530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A"}, 

{"@id":"E76B5E99-19F1-4F8C-8D5B-AA11E7BBBFD8"}, 

{"@id":"99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-DFDBA02F458B"}, 

{"@id":"EEC6C483-0207-4008-B5BF-BB117A870930"}, 

{"@id":"A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902"}, 

{"@id":"2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01"}, 

{"@id":"1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B"}, 

{"@id":"1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E"}, 

{"@id":"AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C"}, 
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{"@id":"67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19"}, 

{"@id":"CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106"}, 

{"@id":"FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428"}, 

{"@id":"2CC3EB24-0EBA-49C9-8916-68249329F1CE"}, 

{"@id":"79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3"}]}, 

{"@id":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Lamberto", 

"familyName":"Laudisi"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1975-03-20T12:00:00Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Veronica", 

"familyName":"Chinnici"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1994-06-04T08:12:14Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{E76B5E99-19F1-4F8C-8D5B-AA11E7BBBFD8}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Francesco", 

"familyName":"Bonanza"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1986-05-04T11:00:14Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-DFDBA02F458B}", 
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"@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

"name":"preserved","description":"Search and seizure", 

"startTime":"2000-01-01T16:12:14Z",  

"endTime":"2000-01-01T16:12:14Z",  

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"ActionReferences", 

"instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

"location":"{EEC6C483-0207-4008-B5BF-BB117A870930}", 

"performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

"object":[], 

"result":["{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}"]} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{EEC6C483-0207-4008-B5BF-BB117A870930}",  

"@type":"Location",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"SimpleAddress",  

"locality":"Rome",  

"region":"Italy",  

"postalCode":"00142",  

"street":"via Olimpia 18" 

},  

{"@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

"latitude":"51.879538",  

"longitude":"32.450952"  

} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-02T09:40:14Z",  

"description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Lamberto Laudisi",  

"exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00150",  

"object":["{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}"]}, 

{"@id":"{2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01}", 
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"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

"target":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

"target":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{E76B5E99-19F1-4F8C-8D5B-AA11E7BBBFD8}", 

"target":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Offender" 

}, 

{"@id":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Judge" 

}, 

{"@id":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Investigator" 

}, 

{"@id":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", "@type":"Trace", 
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"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"Device", 

 "manufacturer":"Samsung", 

 "model":"SM-G900F", 

 "serialNumber":"FDG764192" 

 }, {"@type":"MobileDevice", 

 "IMEI":"356765064657669", 

 "storageCapacity":"64 GB", 

 "clockSetting":"2018-04-02T08:30:14Z"} ,  

{"@type":"MobileAccount", "MSISDN": "+393319420019"} 

 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{2CC3EB24-0EBA-49C9-8916-68249329F1CE}", "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "SIMType":"SIM",  

 "SIMForm":"Micro SIM",  

 "StorageCapacity":"1097983645",  

 "Carrier":"Telecom Italia",  "ICCID":"89390100001847875453", 
 "PhoneNumber":"393319420019" ,  

 "PIN":"7571" ,  

 "PUK":"6732598622" } 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

"@type":"Authorization", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@authorizationType":"Warrant", "authorizationIdentifier":"WARRANT_2018_00091",  

"authorizationAuthority":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

 

"authorizationIssuedDate":"20180402"} 
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]} 

]} 

 

4.2  USE Case B: UCO/CASE in JSON-LD Format 
 

{"__CASE__":"Drug trafficking 2018 (forensic copy logical and physical acquisition)",  

"@context":{ 

"@vocab":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"case":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"rdf":"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#", 

"rdfs":"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#", 

"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"}, 

"@id":"bundle-{C148908C-3ED4-4E5F-A1B3-C959B9A1CD93}", 

"@type":"Bundle", 

"description":"Lamberto Laudisi, an Italian man who lives in Rome, is suspected of 
international drug trafficking, between Italy and Austria.", 

"content":[ 

{"@id":"investigation-6617262B-1FF2-45B0-84A4-E364F58FFB9C", 

"@type":"Investigation", 

"name":"IT_2018_EXCUTING_00005", 

"focus":"Drugs trafficking ( (Search and Seizure + Logical and Physical acquisition))", 

"description":"An Italian man is suspected of international drug trafficking.", 

"object":[ 

{"@id":"86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074"}, 

{"@id":"E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528"}, 

{"@id":"530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A"}, 

{"@id":"B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48"}, 

{"@id":"99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-DFDBA02F458B"}, 

{"@id":"1C922B87-1CD2-492F-8B49-253762FEE934"}, 

{"@id":"320331AF-825F-450C-ABBE-0BC62E5F8C7D"}, 

{"@id":"219189B6-356C-4D53-A844-F0031E74F156"}, 

{"@id":"582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011"}, 

{"@id":"309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401"}, 
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{"@id":"A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902"}, 

{"@id":"96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E"}, 

{"@id":"F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D"}, 

{"@id":"51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329"}, 

{"@id":"12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9"}, 

{"@id":"90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F"}, 

{"@id":"97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D"}, 

{"@id":"EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393"}, 

{"@id":"48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252"}, 

{"@id":"B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335"}, 

{"@id":"F07EF9C8-D6EC-4614-88DA-34D7D11582A2"}, 

{"@id":"2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01"}, 

{"@id":"1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B"}, 

{"@id":"1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E"}, 

{"@id":"249EE48F-7C04-49CA-A8F5-176F88D03F77"}, 

{"@id":"AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C"}, 

{"@id":"67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19"}, 

{"@id":"CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106"}, 

{"@id":"FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75"}, 

{"@id":"0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E"}, 

{"@id":"4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438"}, 

{"@id":"F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744"}, 

{"@id":"8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63"}, 

{"@id":"5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E"}, 

{"@id":"E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6"}, 

{"@id":"46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F"}, 

{"@id":"3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334"}, 

{"@id":"43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812"}, 

{"@id":"C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D"}, 

{"@id":"FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428"}, 

{"@id":"7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B"}, 

{"@id":"79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3"}]}, 

{"@id":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 
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"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Lamberto", 

"familyName":"Laudisi"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1975-03-20T12:00:00Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Marta", 

"familyName":"Pentagora"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1984-12-18T12:00:00Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Veronica", 

"familyName":"Chinnici"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1994-06-04T08:12:14Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Francesco", 

"familyName":"Bonanza"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 
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"birthDate":"1986-05-04T10:00:14Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-
DFDBA02F458B}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"preserved","description":"Search 
and seizure","startTime":"2018-06-10T08:00:14Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-10T18:12:14Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-
9573-7176DFEEB7C3}","location":"{582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-
3D576F994011}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-
9A5343368106}","object":[],"result":["{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-
3C0CB0A57902}"]}]}, 

{"@id":"{1C922B87-1CD2-492F-8B49-
253762FEE934}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"transferred","description":"Transfe
rred to the Forenisc Expert Geeks, Rome","startTime":"2018-06-11T09:00:14Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-11T12:20:14Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-
9573-7176DFEEB7C3}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}","object":[ 

"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}"],"result":["{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-
F6A6445AB25E}"]}]}, 

{"@id":"{320331AF-825F-450C-ABBE-
0BC62E5F8C7D}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"extracted","description":"Mobile 
device logical acquisition","startTime":"2018-06-19T12:54:06Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:40Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-
B629-655CF5AB866E}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}","object":[ 

"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}"],"result":["{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-
D84A1FD65C8D}","{51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329}","{12C53D68-E9D0-
4313-947E-31A669DA55E9}"]},{"@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

"ExtractionMethod":"ADB_BACKUP", 

"ExtractionType":"Logical"}]}, 

{"@id":"{219189B6-356C-4D53-A844-
F0031E74F156}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"extracted","description":"Mobile 
device physical acquisition","startTime":"2018-06-19T12:17:31Z",  

"endTime":"2018-05-19T12:47:32Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{4A00884D-82A2-421A-
B326-B18834AD9438}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}","object":[ 

"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}"],"result":["{90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-
493B96E4B89F}","{97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D}","{EBAB06EE-7522-
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42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393}","{48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-
23CC354C3252}","{B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-
9733ABBF4335}"]},{"@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

"ExtractionType":"Physical", 

"UFEDExtractionMethod":"ADB_Rooted"}]}, 

{"@id":"{582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011}",  

"@type":"Location",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"SimpleAddress",  

"locality":"Rome",  

"region":"Italy",  

"postalCode":"00142",  

"street":"via Olimpia 18" 

},  

{"@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

"latitude":"41.879538",  

"longitude":"12.450952"  

} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}",  

"@type":"Location",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"SimpleAddress",  

"locality":"Rome",  

"region":"Italy",  

"postalCode":"00186",  

"street":"piazza Navona" 

},  

{"@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

"latitude":"41.898228",  

"longitude":"12.472864"  

} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}", 
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"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-02T09:40:14Z",  

"description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Lamberto Laudisi seized by LEA",  

"exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00150",  

"object":["{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}"]}, 

{"@id":"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-11T09:00:14Z",  

"description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Lamberto Laudisi transferred to FEG",  

"exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_FEGeeks_00192",  

"object":["{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}"]}, 

{"@id":"{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Aquisition (Galaxy S5.zip)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_001",  

"object":["{F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744}"]}, 

{"@id":"{51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Acquisition (report.xml)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_002",  

"object":["{5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E}"]}, 

{"@id":"{12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Acquisition (log UFD)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_003",  

"object":["{8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63}"]}, 

{"@id":"{90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (dump blk0.bin)",  
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"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_004",  

"object":["{E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6}"]}, 

{"@id":"{97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (dumprpmb.bin)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_005",  

"object":["{46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F}"]}, 

{"@id":"{EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (procdata.zip)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_006",  

"object":["{3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334}"]}, 

{"@id":"{48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (log.txt)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_007",  

"object":["{43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812}"]}, 

{"@id":"{B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (log UFD)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_008",  

"object":["{C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D}"]}, 

{"@id":"{F07EF9C8-D6EC-4614-88DA-34D7D11582A2}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

"target":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 
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{"@id":"{2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

"target":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

"target":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

"target":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{249EE48F-7C04-49CA-A8F5-176F88D03F77}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B}", 

"target":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"contained_within", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Offender" 

}, 

{"@id":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}",  
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 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Judge" 

}, 

{"@id":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Investigator" 

}, 

{"@id":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Forensic Expert" 

}, 

{"@id":"{0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E}", "@type":"Tool", "name":"UFED 
4PC (Logical A.)", "toolType":"Extraction", "creator":"Cellebrite", "version":"7.3.0.809", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

 "configurationSetting":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ExtractionMethod", 

"itemValue":"ADB_BACKUP" }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ExtractionType", 

"itemValue":"Logical" } 

 

 ] 

} 

] 

}, 

{"@id":"{4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438}", "@type":"Tool", "name":"UFED 
4PC (Physical A.)", "toolType":"Extraction", "creator":"Cellebrite", "version":"7.3.0.809", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

 "configurationSetting":[ 
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 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ConnectionType", 

"itemValue":"Cable No. 100" }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"UFEDExtractionMethod", 

"itemValue":"ADB_Rooted" }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ExtractionType", 

"itemValue":"Physical" } 

 

 ] 

} 

] 

}, 

{"@id":"{F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks/00192/", 

 "extension":"zip", 

 "fileSystemType":"Android", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"234567890018", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:40Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"A2920F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"123697980797821" 
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}]}, 

{"@id":"{8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"ufd", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"3096", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:01Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"FF01EF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085C7CBE4F
F01"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Report.xml", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"xml", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"102400", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:02Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 
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"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"394FEF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085C7CBE40
F7F"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"blk0_mmcblk0.bin", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"bin", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"16985678911", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:32Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"43F011AE63E843FF7DB94B84F03CCBF903EA0D7915BDDC262902C9D430DE
2D57"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 
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 "extension":"bin", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"4912670", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:04Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"B77B5AC1E87DAE8050AC63614C22070AB608AC8732FC182F275501050DB9
2EBF"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"procdata.zip", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"zip", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"10784652", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:06Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"F1AAB9D2900F7AFB4A15712FD6480F0AB280428E90BFB7883832A1B4878CC
06F"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 
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{"@id":"{43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"log.txt", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"txt", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"1024", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:05Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"1BB0662B0608FB0F11488005F2B304EF2450ED404B0000B087AB24E8287FA
48C"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Physical.ufd", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"ufd", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"1024", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T16:47:14Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 
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{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"E51234807EFF5D9AB558FCEA751EA7B5D3BEDF050C2B41E1389EA0979FCB3
FF01"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"Device", 

 "manufacturer":"Samsung", 

 "model":"SM-G900F", 

 "serialNumber":"FDG764192" 

 }, {"@type":"MobileDevice", 

 "IMEI":"356765064657669", 

 "storageCapacity":"64 GB", 

 "clockSetting":"2018-04-02T08:30:14Z"} ,  

{"@type":"MobileAccount", "MSISDN":"+393319420019"} 

 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B}", "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "SIMType":"SIM",  

 "SIMForm":"Micro SIM",  

 "StorageCapacity":"1097983645",  

 "Carrier":"Vodafone Italia",  "ICCID":"89390100001847875453", 
 "PhoneNumber":"393319420019" ,  

 "PIN":"7571" ,  

 "PUK":"91287655" } 

 ] 

}, 
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{"@id":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

"@type":"Authorization", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@authorizationType":"Warrant", "authorizationIdentifier":"WARRANT_2018_00091",  

"authorizationAuthority":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

 

"authorizationIssuedDate":"20180402"} 

]} 

]} 

 

4.3  USE Case C: UCO/CASE in JSON-LD Format 
 

{"__CASE__":"Drug trafficking 2018 (forensic copy logical and physical acquisition)",  

"@context":{ 

"@vocab":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"case":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"rdf":"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#", 

"rdfs":"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#", 

"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"}, 

"@id":"bundle-{C148908C-3ED4-4E5F-A1B3-C959B9A1CD93}", 

"@type":"Bundle", 

"description":"Lamberto Laudisi, an Italian man who lives in Rome, is suspected of 
international drug trafficking, between Italy and Austria.", 

"content":[ 

{"@id":"investigation-B941D0A6-F446-4CA9-BF6C-EA6D3E72C2DB", 

"@type":"Investigation", 

"name":"IT_2018_EXCUTING_00005", 

"focus":"Drugs trafficking (Search and Seizure + Acquisition + SMS Extraction)", 

"description":"An Italian man is suspected of international drug trafficking.", 

"object":[ 

{"@id":"86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074"}, 

{"@id":"E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528"}, 

{"@id":"530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A"}, 
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{"@id":"B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48"}, 

{"@id":"99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-DFDBA02F458B"}, 

{"@id":"1C922B87-1CD2-492F-8B49-253762FEE934"}, 

{"@id":"320331AF-825F-450C-ABBE-0BC62E5F8C7D"}, 

{"@id":"219189B6-356C-4D53-A844-F0031E74F156"}, 

{"@id":"D3BD81F0-4F2C-4B2F-BF9C-62EB0E74F449"}, 

{"@id":"582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011"}, 

{"@id":"309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401"}, 

{"@id":"A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902"}, 

{"@id":"96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E"}, 

{"@id":"F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D"}, 

{"@id":"51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329"}, 

{"@id":"12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9"}, 

{"@id":"90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F"}, 

{"@id":"97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D"}, 

{"@id":"EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393"}, 

{"@id":"48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252"}, 

{"@id":"B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335"}, 

{"@id":"5298B593-E030-4043-9ED5-9C75A7D2FC27"}, 

{"@id":"F07EF9C8-D6EC-4614-88DA-34D7D11582A2"}, 

{"@id":"2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01"}, 

{"@id":"1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B"}, 

{"@id":"1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E"}, 

{"@id":"249EE48F-7C04-49CA-A8F5-176F88D03F77"}, 

{"@id":"AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C"}, 

{"@id":"67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19"}, 

{"@id":"CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106"}, 

{"@id":"FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75"}, 

{"@id":"0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E"}, 

{"@id":"4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438"}, 

{"@id":"122B8BDA-F0CF-461F-99E5-597DDFC01070"}, 

{"@id":"F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744"}, 

{"@id":"8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63"}, 
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{"@id":"5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E"}, 

{"@id":"E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6"}, 

{"@id":"46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F"}, 

{"@id":"3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334"}, 

{"@id":"43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812"}, 

{"@id":"C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D"}, 

{"@id":"6314401E-0CDE-4E2D-A11E-C052BCB525A5"}, 

{"@id":"C0C39005-4100-4859-B878-E352E1A2D04C"}, 

{"@id":"331E6555-9958-4FFC-AD89-DFDC3B2E29AC"}, 

{"@id":"3E48A820-ECD5-49D0-8E0F-955629E39D85"}, 

{"@id":"2FD035B1-1624-4B8D-999A-0B48969967FA"}, 

{"@id":"66B87B97-76D6-44ED-B279-12532D0B88CA"}, 

{"@id":"0AE4C72D-8E9F-4002-8804-6E5DE09B92EE"}, 

{"@id":"3777F9DA-FB77-42CB-AC42-CF568DDF2C85"}, 

{"@id":"FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428"}, 

{"@id":"916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4"}, 

{"@id":"E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38"}, 

{"@id":"7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B"}, 

{"@id":"79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3"}]}, 

{"@id":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Lamberto", 

"familyName":"Laudisi"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1975-03-20T12:00:00Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Marta", 
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"familyName":"Pentagora"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1984-12-18T12:00:00Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Veronica", 

"familyName":"Chinnici"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1994-06-04T08:12:14Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

"@type":"Identity", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"SimpleName", 

"givenName":"Francesco", 

"familyName":"Bonanza"}, 

{"@type":"BirthInformation", 

"birthDate":"1986-05-04T10:00:14Z"} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-
DFDBA02F458B}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"preserved","description":"Search 
and seizure","startTime":"2018-06-10T08:00:14Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-10T18:12:14Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-
9573-7176DFEEB7C3}","location":"{582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-
3D576F994011}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-
9A5343368106}","object":[],"result":["{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-
3C0CB0A57902}"]}]}, 

{"@id":"{1C922B87-1CD2-492F-8B49-
253762FEE934}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"transferred","description":"Transfe
rred to the Forenisc Expert Geeks, Rome","startTime":"2018-06-11T09:00:14Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-11T12:20:14Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-
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9573-7176DFEEB7C3}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}","object":[ 

"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}"],"result":["{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-
F6A6445AB25E}"]}]}, 

{"@id":"{320331AF-825F-450C-ABBE-
0BC62E5F8C7D}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"extracted","description":"Mobile 
device logical acquisition","startTime":"2018-06-19T12:54:06Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:40Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-
B629-655CF5AB866E}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}","object":[ 

"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}"],"result":["{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-
D84A1FD65C8D}","{51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329}","{12C53D68-E9D0-
4313-947E-31A669DA55E9}"]},{"@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

"ExtractionMethod":"ADB_BACKUP", 

"ExtractionType":"Logical"}]}, 

{"@id":"{219189B6-356C-4D53-A844-
F0031E74F156}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"extracted","description":"Mobile 
device physical acquisition","startTime":"2018-06-19T12:17:31Z",  

"endTime":"2018-05-19T12:47:32Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{4A00884D-82A2-421A-
B326-B18834AD9438}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}","object":[ 

"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}"],"result":["{90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-
493B96E4B89F}","{97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D}","{EBAB06EE-7522-
42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393}","{48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-
23CC354C3252}","{B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-
9733ABBF4335}"]},{"@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

"ExtractionType":"Physical", 

"UFEDExtractionMethod":"ADB_Rooted"}]}, 

{"@id":"{D3BD81F0-4F2C-4B2F-BF9C-
62EB0E74F449}","@type":"InvestigativeAction","name":"extracted","description":"Extractio
n/Parser messages (SMS) ","startTime":"2018-06-19T17:00:31Z",  

"endTime":"2018-06-19T17:15:00Z", 
"propertyBundle":[{"@type":"ActionReferences","instrument":"{122B8BDA-F0CF-461F-
99E5-597DDFC01070}","location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-
94EA3A2C7401}","performer":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}","object":[ 

"{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D}"],"result":["{5298B593-E030-4043-9ED5-
9C75A7D2FC27}"]}]}, 

{"@id":"{582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011}",  
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"@type":"Location",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"SimpleAddress",  

"locality":"Rome",  

"region":"Italy",  

"postalCode":"00142",  

"street":"via Olimpia 18" 

},  

{"@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

"latitude":"41.879538",  

"longitude":"12.450952"  

} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}",  

"@type":"Location",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"SimpleAddress",  

"locality":"Rome",  

"region":"Italy",  

"postalCode":"00186",  

"street":"piazza Navona" 

},  

{"@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

"latitude":"41.898228",  

"longitude":"12.472864"  

} 

]}, 

{"@id":"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-02T09:40:14Z",  

"description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Lamberto Laudisi seized by LEA",  

"exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00150",  

"object":["{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}"]}, 
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{"@id":"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-11T09:00:14Z",  

"description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Lamberto Laudisi transferred to FEG",  

"exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_FEGeeks_00192",  

"object":["{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}"]}, 

{"@id":"{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Aquisition (Galaxy S5.zip)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_001",  

"object":["{F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744}"]}, 

{"@id":"{51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Acquisition (report.xml)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_002",  

"object":["{5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E}"]}, 

{"@id":"{12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Acquisition (log UFD)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_003",  

"object":["{8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63}"]}, 

{"@id":"{90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (dump blk0.bin)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_004",  

"object":["{E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6}"]}, 

{"@id":"{97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  
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"description":"Physical Acquisition (dumprpmb.bin)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_005",  

"object":["{46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F}"]}, 

{"@id":"{EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (procdata.zip)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_006",  

"object":["{3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334}"]}, 

{"@id":"{48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (log.txt)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_007",  

"object":["{43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812}"]}, 

{"@id":"{B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (log UFD)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_008",  

"object":["{C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D}"]}, 

{"@id":"{5298B593-E030-4043-9ED5-9C75A7D2FC27}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-06-19T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Extraction messages (SMS) from logical acquisition",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_009",  

"object":["{2FD035B1-1624-4B8D-999A-0B48969967FA}","{66B87B97-76D6-44ED-B279-
12532D0B88CA}","{0AE4C72D-8E9F-4002-8804-6E5DE09B92EE}","{3777F9DA-FB77-
42CB-AC42-CF568DDF2C85}","{6314401E-0CDE-4E2D-A11E-
C052BCB525A5}","{C0C39005-4100-4859-B878-E352E1A2D04C}","{331E6555-9958-
4FFC-AD89-DFDC3B2E29AC}","{3E48A820-ECD5-49D0-8E0F-955629E39D85}"]}, 

{"@id":"{F07EF9C8-D6EC-4614-88DA-34D7D11582A2}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 
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"target":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

"target":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

"target":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

"target":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{249EE48F-7C04-49CA-A8F5-176F88D03F77}", 

"@type":"Relationship", 

"source":"{7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B}", 

"target":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", 

"kindOfRelationship":"contained_within", 

"isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{"@id":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}",  
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 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Offender" 

}, 

{"@id":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Judge" 

}, 

{"@id":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Investigator" 

}, 

{"@id":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Forensic Expert" 

}, 

{"@id":"{0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E}", "@type":"Tool", "name":"UFED 
4PC (Logical A.)", "toolType":"Extraction", "creator":"Cellebrite", "version":"7.3.0.809", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

 "configurationSetting":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ExtractionMethod", 

"itemValue":"ADB_BACKUP" }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ExtractionType", 

"itemValue":"Logical" } 

 

 ] 

} 

] 

}, 

{"@id":"{4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438}", "@type":"Tool", "name":"UFED 
4PC (Physical A.)", "toolType":"Extraction", "creator":"Cellebrite", "version":"7.3.0.809", 
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"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

 "configurationSetting":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ConnectionType", 

"itemValue":"Cable No. 100" }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"UFEDExtractionMethod", 

"itemValue":"ADB_Rooted" }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  "itemName":"ExtractionType", 

"itemValue":"Physical" } 

 

 ] 

} 

] 

}, 

{"@id":"{122B8BDA-F0CF-461F-99E5-597DDFC01070}",  

"@type":"Tool", "name":"UFED 4PC (SMS and other traces Extraction)", 
"toolType":"Parser",  

"creator":"Cellebrite", "version":"7.3.0.809"}, 

{"@id":"{F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks/00192/", 

 "extension":"zip", 

 "fileSystemType":"Android", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"234567890018", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:40Z"}, 
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 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"A2920F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"123697980797821" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"ufd", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"3096", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:01Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"FF01EF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085C7CBE4F
F01"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Report.xml", 
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 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"xml", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"102400", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:02Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"394FEF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085C7CBE40
F7F"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"blk0_mmcblk0.bin", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"bin", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"16985678911", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:32Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"43F011AE63E843FF7DB94B84F03CCBF903EA0D7915BDDC262902C9D430DE
2D57"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 
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}]}, 

{"@id":"{46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"bin", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"4912670", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:04Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"B77B5AC1E87DAE8050AC63614C22070AB608AC8732FC182F275501050DB9
2EBF"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"procdata.zip", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"zip", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"10784652", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:06Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 
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"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"F1AAB9D2900F7AFB4A15712FD6480F0AB280428E90BFB7883832A1B4878CC
06F"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"log.txt", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"txt", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"1024", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:05Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"1BB0662B0608FB0F11488005F2B304EF2450ED404B0000B087AB24E8287FA
48C"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Physical.ufd", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 
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 "extension":"ufd", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"1024", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T16:47:14Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"E51234807EFF5D9AB558FCEA751EA7B5D3BEDF050C2B41E1389EA0979FCB3
FF01"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{6314401E-0CDE-4E2D-A11E-C052BCB525A5}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"ok, tutto confermato. il pancale con i 100 chili di pesce è pronto per 
essere ritirato al porto di Genova",  

 "from":"{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180614T15:19:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{C0C39005-4100-4859-B878-E352E1A2D04C}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 
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 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"Ok, il camion è in arrivo per il ritiro domani. Stiamo aspettando i 
documenti doganali per l'Austria",  

 "from":"{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180614T15:21:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{331E6555-9958-4FFC-AD89-DFDC3B2E29AC}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"ok, il pesce è stato ritirato!",  

 "from":"{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180515T15:25:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{3E48A820-ECD5-49D0-8E0F-955629E39D85}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 
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 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"ok, perfetto",  

 "from":"{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180615T16:39:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{2FD035B1-1624-4B8D-999A-0B48969967FA}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"Quando puoi chiamami!",  

 "from":"{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180614T14:55:07Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{66B87B97-76D6-44ED-B279-12532D0B88CA}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"Chi sei?",  

 "from":"{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}",  
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 "to":[ 

 "{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180614T14:55:11Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{0AE4C72D-8E9F-4002-8804-6E5DE09B92EE}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"Lamberto Laudisi",  

 "from":"{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180614T14:55:11Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{3777F9DA-FB77-42CB-AC42-CF568DDF2C85}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Messages", 

 "messageText":"Ok, al più presto",  

 "from":"{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180614T15:00:45Z" 
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 }] 

}, 

{"@id":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"Device", 

 "manufacturer":"Samsung", 

 "model":"SM-G900F", 

 "serialNumber":"FDG764192" 

 }, {"@type":"MobileDevice", 

 "IMEI":"356765064657669", 

 "storageCapacity":"64 GB", 

 "clockSetting":"2018-06-10T08:30:14Z"} ,  

{"@type":"MobileAccount", "MSISDN":"+393319420019"} 

 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}",  

"@type":"Trace",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"Account",  

"accountIssuer":"Lamberto Laudisi",  

"isActive":"true" 

}, 

{"@type":"PhoneAccount",  

"phoneNumber":"+393319420019" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{E09F4303-7E72-46A7-A744-6AEBD7140B38}",  

"@type":"Trace",  

"propertyBundle":[{ 

"@type":"Account",  

"accountIssuer":"Fabrizio Turchi",  

"isActive":"true" 
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}, 

{"@type":"PhoneAccount",  

"phoneNumber":"+393283623632" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B}", "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "SIMType":"SIM",  

 "SIMForm":"Micro SIM",  

 "StorageCapacity":"1097983645",  

 "Carrier":"Vodafone Italia",  "ICCID":"89390100001847875453", 
 "PhoneNumber":"393319420019" ,  

 "PIN":"7571" ,  

 "PUK":"91287655" } 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

"@type":"Authorization", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{"@authorizationType":"Warrant", "authorizationIdentifier":"WARRANT_2018_00091",  

"authorizationAuthority":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

 

"authorizationIssuedDate":"20180402"} 

]} 

]} 

 

4.4  USE Case D: UCO/CASE in JSON-LD Format 
 

{"__CASE__":"DE_2018_00162",  

"@context":{ 

"@vocab":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"case":"http://case.example.org/core#", 

"rdf":"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#", 
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"rdfs":"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#", 

"xsd":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"}, 

"@id":"bundle-{5715FCF3-6BC8-4996-8F7F-FDF289F31649}", 

"@type":"Bundle", 

"description":"A teenager girl has been allured by an adult who convinced her to send 
naked images through Facebook. The girl after the first delivery, the man theatened her to 
distribute the image if shw didn't send him other provokative images. The girl after the first 
disorientation, informed her parents who immadiately reported the offence to the police.", 

"content":[ 

{"@id":"investigation-555E5FBB-BA09-449D-AF77-8A210D016FD7", 

"@type":"Investigation", 

"name":"DE_2018_00162", 

"focus":"Grooming of a teenager girl, through Facebook", 

"description":"A teenager girl has been allured by an adult who has convinced her to send 
naked images", 

"object":[ 

{"@id":"86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074"}, 

{"@id":"E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528"}, 

{"@id":"530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A"}, 

{"@id":"B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48"}, 

{"@id":"367AB001-5CF4-48B5-BBD5-743ED57888E1"}, 

{"@id":"B8CF8274-B8C1-41E8-9221-03624FB6CA0B"}, 

{"@id":"D6EFD4D5-8BF0-4404-A812-33A71296CAAC"}, 

{"@id":"9ACDE9B7-6985-4AD0-9C6A-D4A131F069CB"}, 

{"@id":"99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-DFDBA02F458B"}, 

{"@id":"1C922B87-1CD2-492F-8B49-253762FEE934"}, 

{"@id":"320331AF-825F-450C-ABBE-0BC62E5F8C7D"}, 

{"@id":"219189B6-356C-4D53-A844-F0031E74F156"}, 

{"@id":"D3BD81F0-4F2C-4B2F-BF9C-62EB0E74F449"}, 

{"@id":"AA5C69BE-A8C9-4858-B5AF-9BC761D36013"}, 

{"@id":"999A632C-C4F7-4EB1-B09B-87CAD53A3821"}, 

{"@id":"CC2F460F-A020-4F33-9984-9691A306B297"}, 

{"@id":"2C20D71D-276C-494E-85F6-4FC0C50325FF"}, 

{"@id":"582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011"}, 
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{"@id":"309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401"}, 

{"@id":"BA100CD9-A3D7-46C8-9537-053451DBD620"}, 

{"@id":"CCD2D15D-19A1-4BE1-AEB9-3BFA2217B217"}, 

{"@id":"A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902"}, 

{"@id":"96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E"}, 

{"@id":"F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D"}, 

{"@id":"51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329"}, 

{"@id":"12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9"}, 

{"@id":"90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F"}, 

{"@id":"97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D"}, 

{"@id":"EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393"}, 

{"@id":"48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252"}, 

{"@id":"B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335"}, 

{"@id":"5298B593-E030-4043-9ED5-9C75A7D2FC27"}, 

{"@id":"6C5D5143-55C1-4951-B0A1-FE78F7846739"}, 

{"@id":"76596F86-C95B-4B52-8D44-ACE0E6A3F954"}, 

{"@id":"21758431-B6BB-44A7-9DEB-33D27F9D9CBB"}, 

{"@id":"FE44B228-C332-46C4-A9BD-3A3D5AABBC59"}, 

{"@id":"F291F4D6-72F3-4A44-AE86-5ED52C7FD67A"}, 

{"@id":"F07EF9C8-D6EC-4614-88DA-34D7D11582A2"}, 

{"@id":"2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01"}, 

{"@id":"1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B"}, 

{"@id":"1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E"}, 

{"@id":"249EE48F-7C04-49CA-A8F5-176F88D03F77"}, 

{"@id":"FF7B492A-F309-4593-B105-0D0BCCEABA55"}, 

{"@id":"F1085EB2-D597-403D-8E73-2FAAD3427BD8"}, 

{"@id":"81B83026-C659-4D66-A42B-27A5B26F8A08"}, 

{"@id":"D3CD91B0-0B45-4A90-868E-7B8346FEDC6F"}, 

{"@id":"AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C"}, 

{"@id":"67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19"}, 

{"@id":"CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106"}, 

{"@id":"FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75"}, 

{"@id":"90AC5DEC-647E-489F-A3C0-EF8BF2437C8C"}, 
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{"@id":"0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E"}, 

{"@id":"4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438"}, 

{"@id":"122B8BDA-F0CF-461F-99E5-597DDFC01070"}, 

{"@id":"D0521BD5-CC9B-4E0E-B8FA-AB147FF0AF3D"}, 

{"@id":"DB98793F-5A8B-432B-83C3-B7FC5532043F"}, 

{"@id":"732257E6-51D3-4697-A3D8-B73762C010A4"}, 

{"@id":"D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4"}, 

{"@id":"20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84"}, 

{"@id":"F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744"}, 

{"@id":"8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63"}, 

{"@id":"5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E"}, 

{"@id":"E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6"}, 

{"@id":"46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F"}, 

{"@id":"3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334"}, 

{"@id":"43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812"}, 

{"@id":"C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D"}, 

{"@id":"701C7831-7780-4DD6-9A33-CB60B7972C46"}, 

{"@id":"11999A67-9FD5-447B-9CA3-952B8F3DD1A7"}, 

{"@id":"71E807D1-54C3-4844-B327-63363C5DC845"}, 

{"@id":"941851CB-FB28-4F57-85F4-85BEB05F0E50"}, 

{"@id":"83042CE8-E080-4BD6-AB4C-7DCE7D7FF81E"}, 

{"@id":"29571F5F-0910-4307-A50F-C2FE90570FA2"}, 

{"@id":"FC0661C4-AF3C-414C-8FB4-D2B23B99E0FB"}, 

{"@id":"8002A07A-436B-4C44-8945-DCF153E45B1C"}, 

{"@id":"36036497-B27C-4409-AEC1-445D99C2F069"}, 

{"@id":"69C51E54-868A-457B-A0BE-A899F27AF6AD"}, 

{"@id":"99E66FDA-26EE-402F-9EC9-F38A283EA645"}, 

{"@id":"6314401E-0CDE-4E2D-A11E-C052BCB525A5"}, 

{"@id":"C0C39005-4100-4859-B878-E352E1A2D04C"}, 

{"@id":"331E6555-9958-4FFC-AD89-DFDC3B2E29AC"}, 

{"@id":"3E48A820-ECD5-49D0-8E0F-955629E39D85"}, 

{"@id":"2FD035B1-1624-4B8D-999A-0B48969967FA"}, 

{"@id":"66B87B97-76D6-44ED-B279-12532D0B88CA"}, 
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{"@id":"0AE4C72D-8E9F-4002-8804-6E5DE09B92EE"}, 

{"@id":"3777F9DA-FB77-42CB-AC42-CF568DDF2C85"}, 

{"@id":"C3401E1F-C6E5-4984-9AE2-CC2A9EAB5934"}, 

{"@id":"E7E3AEC1-D147-4DE1-896A-A684805B5659"}, 

{"@id":"286B123F-4B9D-44FD-868D-5D24D979FF81"}, 

{"@id":"D60774DB-059A-4DFF-BA5C-5BA857997A41"}, 

{"@id":"FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428"}, 

{"@id":"916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4"}, 

{"@id":"7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B"}, 

{"@id":"79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3"}, 

{"@id":"A8B566D7-E456-492D-936C-62B3994C03C2"}]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Mario", 

 "familyName":"Rossi" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1975-03-20T12:00:00Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Albert", 
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 "familyName":"Jerska" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1984-12-18T12:00:00Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Georg", 

 "familyName":"Dreyman" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1994-06-04T08:12:14Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Anton", 

 "familyName":"Grubitz" 

 }, 

 { 
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 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1986-05-04T10:00:14Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{367AB001-5CF4-48B5-BBD5-743ED57888E1}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Maria", 

 "familyName":"Sieland" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"2004-05-04T09:00:14Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{B8CF8274-B8C1-41E8-9221-03624FB6CA0B}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Giampaolo ", 

 "familyName":"Morelli" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1982-07-04T09:00:14Z" 

 } 
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 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{D6EFD4D5-8BF0-4404-A812-33A71296CAAC}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Veronica", 

 "familyName":"Logan" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1990-05-02T09:00:15Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{9ACDE9B7-6985-4AD0-9C6A-D4A131F069CB}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleName", 

 "givenName":"Paolo", 

 "familyName":"Sassanelli" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"BirthInformation", 

 "birthDate":"1972-11-27T18:00:17Z" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 
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 "@id":"{99266518-8EC4-42FC-B937-DFDBA02F458B}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"preserved", 

 "description":"Search and seizure", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-10T08:00:14Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-10T18:12:14Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

 "location":"{582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011}", 

"performer":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

 "object":[ 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{1C922B87-1CD2-492F-8B49-253762FEE934}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"transferred", 

 "description":"Transferred to the Forenisc Expert Geeks, Berlin, Germany", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-11T09:00:14Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-11T12:20:14Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

 "location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}", 

"performer":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

 "object":[ 

 "{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 
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"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{320331AF-825F-450C-ABBE-0BC62E5F8C7D}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"extracted", 

 "description":"Mobile device logical acquisition", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-19T12:54:06Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-19T12:55:40Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E}", 

 "location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}", 

"performer":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

 "object":[ 

 "{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

 "{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D}", "{51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-
632B67814329}","{12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9}" 

 ] 

 } ,{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

 "ExtractionMethod":"ADB_BACKUP", 

 "ExtractionType":"Logical" 

 } 

]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{219189B6-356C-4D53-A844-F0031E74F156}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"extracted", 

 "description":"Mobile device physical acquisition", 
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 "startTime":"2018-10-19T12:17:31Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-19T12:47:32Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438}", 

 "location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}", 

"performer":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

 "object":[ 

 "{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

 "{90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F}", "{97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-
7A70EF46AB5D}", "{EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393}", "{48C0F0E8-9A63-
45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252}","{B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335}" 

 ] 

 } ,{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

 "ExtractionType":"Physical", 

 "UFEDExtractionMethod":"ADB_Rooted" 

 } 

]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{D3BD81F0-4F2C-4B2F-BF9C-62EB0E74F449}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"extracted", 

 "description":"Extraction/Parser messages (Facebook)", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-20T17:00:31Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-20T17:15:00Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{122B8BDA-F0CF-461F-99E5-597DDFC01070}", 

 "location":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}", 

"performer":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

 "object":[ 
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 "{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

"{5298B593-E030-4043-9ED5-9C75A7D2FC27}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{AA5C69BE-A8C9-4858-B5AF-9BC761D36013}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"preserved", 

 "description":"Search and Seizure computer of Mario Rossi (suspect)", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-15T08:30:14Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-15T12:30:14Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{A8B566D7-E456-492D-936C-62B3994C03C2}", 

 "location":"{BA100CD9-A3D7-46C8-9537-053451DBD620}", 

"performer":"{B8CF8274-B8C1-41E8-9221-03624FB6CA0B}", 

 "object":[ 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

 "{6C5D5143-55C1-4951-B0A1-FE78F7846739}","{76596F86-C95B-4B52-8D44-
ACE0E6A3F954}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{999A632C-C4F7-4EB1-B09B-87CAD53A3821}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"transferred", 

 "description":"Transfer of Hard Disk inside the computer of Mario Rossi (suspect)", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-18T08:30:14Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-18T10:30:14Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 
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 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{A8B566D7-E456-492D-936C-62B3994C03C2}", 

 "location":"{CCD2D15D-19A1-4BE1-AEB9-3BFA2217B217}", 

"performer":"{B8CF8274-B8C1-41E8-9221-03624FB6CA0B}", 

 "object":[ 

 "{76596F86-C95B-4B52-8D44-ACE0E6A3F954}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

"{FE44B228-C332-46C4-A9BD-3A3D5AABBC59}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{CC2F460F-A020-4F33-9984-9691A306B297}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"extracted", 

 "description":"Acquisition Hard Disk inside the computer of Mario Rossi (suspect)", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-19T18:29:14Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-19T20:05:14Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{D0521BD5-CC9B-4E0E-B8FA-AB147FF0AF3D}", 

 "location":"{CCD2D15D-19A1-4BE1-AEB9-3BFA2217B217}", 

"performer":"{9ACDE9B7-6985-4AD0-9C6A-D4A131F069CB}", 

 "object":[ 

 "{FE44B228-C332-46C4-A9BD-3A3D5AABBC59}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

"{21758431-B6BB-44A7-9DEB-33D27F9D9CBB}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{2C20D71D-276C-494E-85F6-4FC0C50325FF}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 
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 "name":"extracted", 

 "description":"Extraction 10 images from hard disk of computer (Mario Rossi)", 

 "startTime":"2018-10-20T08:40:14Z",  

 "endTime":"2018-10-20T11:05:14Z", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

 "@type":"ActionReferences", 

 "instrument":"{D0521BD5-CC9B-4E0E-B8FA-AB147FF0AF3D}", 

 "location":"{CCD2D15D-19A1-4BE1-AEB9-3BFA2217B217}", 

"performer":"{9ACDE9B7-6985-4AD0-9C6A-D4A131F069CB}", 

 "object":[ 

 "{21758431-B6BB-44A7-9DEB-33D27F9D9CBB}" 

 ], 

 "result":[ 

"{F291F4D6-72F3-4A44-AE86-5ED52C7FD67A}" 

 ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{582CAF46-0F32-4A77-9A5F-3D576F994011}", 

 "@type":"Location",  

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleAddress",  

 "locality":"Berlin",  

 "region":"Germany",  

 "postalCode":"12621",  

 "street":"Heinrich-Grüber-Straße 118" 

 },  

 { 

 "@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

 "latitude":"52.521532",  

 "longitude":"13.599471"  

 } 

 ] 
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}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{309BC178-1836-47B7-AA15-94EA3A2C7401}", 

 "@type":"Location",  

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleAddress",  

 "locality":"Berlin",  

 "region":"Germany",  

 "postalCode":"10407",  

 "street":"Werner-Kube-Straße 7-5" 

 },  

 { 

 "@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

 "latitude":"52.535312",  

 "longitude":"13.441749"  

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{BA100CD9-A3D7-46C8-9537-053451DBD620}",  

 "@type":"Location",  

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleAddress",  

 "locality":"Torino",  

 "region":"Italy",  

 "postalCode":"10125",  

 "street":"via Madam Cristina 103" 

 },  

 { 

 "@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

 "latitude":"45.049311",  
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 "longitude":"7.677132"  

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{CCD2D15D-19A1-4BE1-AEB9-3BFA2217B217}",  

 "@type":"Location",  

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"SimpleAddress",  

 "locality":"Torino",  

 "region":"Italy",  

 "postalCode":"10126",  

 "street":"via Giovanni Argentero, 4" 

 },  

 { 

 "@type":"LatLongCoordinates",  

 "latitude":"45.051068",  

 "longitude":"7.673663"  

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{A2C17345-C5B9-42AE-BA97-3C0CB0A57902}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-04-02T09:40:14Z",  

 "description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Maria Sieland volunatrily handed over to the LEA",  

 "exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00150",  

 "object":[ "{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{96398C01-778B-4F81-9B93-F6A6445AB25E}", 
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 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-04-11T09:00:14Z",  

 "description":"Samsung SM-G900F of Maria Sieland transferred to FEG",  

 "exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_FEGeeks_00192",  

 "object":[ "{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}" 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{F0B0231B-385D-4581-B7F0-D84A1FD65C8D}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Aquisition (Galaxy S5.zip)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_001",  

"object":["{F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744}"]}, 

{"@id":"{51793C56-55A7-4668-8504-632B67814329}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Acquisition (report.xml)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_002",  

"object":["{5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E}"]}, 

{"@id":"{12C53D68-E9D0-4313-947E-31A669DA55E9}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Logical Acquisition (log UFD)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_003",  

"object":["{8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63}"]}, 

{"@id":"{90F73123-DB7E-41E5-B6CA-493B96E4B89F}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (dump blk0.bin)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_004",  

"object":["{E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6}"]}, 

{"@id":"{97C74753-FCEB-49C8-A611-7A70EF46AB5D}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 
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"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (dumprpmb.bin)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_005",  

"object":["{46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F}"]}, 

{"@id":"{EBAB06EE-7522-42D6-96EA-E3121D67E393}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (procdata.zip)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_006",  

"object":["{3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334}"]}, 

{"@id":"{48C0F0E8-9A63-45EE-99BF-23CC354C3252}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (log.txt)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_007",  

"object":["{43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812}"]}, 

{"@id":"{B2A7B20E-8307-40CF-ABAF-9733ABBF4335}", 

"@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

"createdTime":"2018-04-16T17:00:14Z",  

"description":"Physical Acquisition (log UFD)",  

"exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_008",  

"object":["{C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D}"]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{5298B593-E030-4043-9ED5-9C75A7D2FC27}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T17:00:14Z",  

 "description":"Extraction messages (Facebook) - from physical acquisition",  

 "exhibitNumber":"EFGeeks_00192_009",  

 "object":[ "{2FD035B1-1624-4B8D-999A-0B48969967FA}", "{66B87B97-76D6-44ED-
B279-12532D0B88CA}", "{0AE4C72D-8E9F-4002-8804-6E5DE09B92EE}", "{3777F9DA-
FB77-42CB-AC42-CF568DDF2C85}", "{6314401E-0CDE-4E2D-A11E-C052BCB525A5}", 
"{C0C39005-4100-4859-B878-E352E1A2D04C}", "{331E6555-9958-4FFC-AD89-
DFDC3B2E29AC}", "{3E48A820-ECD5-49D0-8E0F-955629E39D85}" 

 ] 
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}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{6C5D5143-55C1-4951-B0A1-FE78F7846739}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-15T08:40:14Z",  

 "description":"Computer of Mario Rossi seized by LEA",  

 "exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00183",  

 "object":[ 

 "{DB98793F-5A8B-432B-83C3-B7FC5532043F}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{76596F86-C95B-4B52-8D44-ACE0E6A3F954}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-15T09:00:14Z",  

 "description":"Hard disk from Computer of Mario Rossi seized by LEA",  

 "exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00184",  

 "object":[ 

 "{732257E6-51D3-4697-A3D8-B73762C010A4}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{21758431-B6BB-44A7-9DEB-33D27F9D9CBB}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-19T11:00:14Z",  

 "description":"Acquisition ( Image of HD Toshiba, computer Mario Rossi)",  

 "exhibitNumber":"DFB_Forensic_2018_00154",  

 "object":[ "{701C7831-7780-4DD6-9A33-CB60B7972C46}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{FE44B228-C332-46C4-A9BD-3A3D5AABBC59}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 
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 "createdTime":"2018-10-18T08:30:14Z",  

 "description":"Hard disk from Computer of Mario Rossi transferred to DFB_Forensic by 
LEA",  

 "exhibitNumber":"IT_2018_00184",  

 "object":[ "{732257E6-51D3-4697-A3D8-B73762C010A4}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{F291F4D6-72F3-4A44-AE86-5ED52C7FD67A}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-19T08:30:14Z",  

 "description":"Images (10) from the hard disk from Computer of Mario Rossi ",  

 "exhibitNumber":"DFB_Forensic_2018_00155",  

 "object":[ "{11999A67-9FD5-447B-9CA3-952B8F3DD1A7}", "{71E807D1-54C3-4844-
B327-63363C5DC845}", "{941851CB-FB28-4F57-85F4-85BEB05F0E50}", "{83042CE8-
E080-4BD6-AB4C-7DCE7D7FF81E}", "{29571F5F-0910-4307-A50F-C2FE90570FA2}", 
"{FC0661C4-AF3C-414C-8FB4-D2B23B99E0FB}", "{8002A07A-436B-4C44-8945-
DCF153E45B1C}", "{36036497-B27C-4409-AEC1-445D99C2F069}", "{69C51E54-868A-
457B-A0BE-A899F27AF6AD}", "{99E66FDA-26EE-402F-9EC9-F38A283EA645}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{F07EF9C8-D6EC-4614-88DA-34D7D11582A2}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{B1C22D51-4A3F-4353-84FB-E210B5EFDA48}", 

 "target":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{2534E104-B73A-4FD8-9FA3-52BA839F8E01}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{86F2E76A-434D-4D3F-9147-CD0CABCCA074}", 

 "target":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 
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 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{1E953952-22E6-48BD-9A5F-AEEDF41BE58B}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

 "target":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{1FDD45BD-76CE-4504-9278-C00715E94D8E}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{E9AA4F26-D187-4F32-A602-86A6DF4B8528}", 

 "target":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{249EE48F-7C04-49CA-A8F5-176F88D03F77}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B}", 

 "target":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"contained_within", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{FF7B492A-F309-4593-B105-0D0BCCEABA55}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{367AB001-5CF4-48B5-BBD5-743ED57888E1}", 

 "target":"{90AC5DEC-647E-489F-A3C0-EF8BF2437C8C}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 
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}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{F1085EB2-D597-403D-8E73-2FAAD3427BD8}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{B8CF8274-B8C1-41E8-9221-03624FB6CA0B}", 

 "target":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{81B83026-C659-4D66-A42B-27A5B26F8A08}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{D6EFD4D5-8BF0-4404-A812-33A71296CAAC}", 

 "target":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{D3CD91B0-0B45-4A90-868E-7B8346FEDC6F}", 

 "@type":"Relationship", 

 "source":"{9ACDE9B7-6985-4AD0-9C6A-D4A131F069CB}", 

 "target":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}", 

 "kindOfRelationship":"has_role", 

 "isDirectional":"True" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{AE406771-A95F-4920-8602-695A3DCC553C}", 

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Offender" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{67AD1ABC-7DF0-4B14-A376-AB43D0E6CB19}", 

 "@type":"Role", 
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 "name":"Judge" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{CC5F1E8B-9B80-4D41-AE7A-9A5343368106}", 

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Investigator" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{FA6A02F7-6449-4553-A475-38473A273A75}", 

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Forensic Expert" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{90AC5DEC-647E-489F-A3C0-EF8BF2437C8C}",  

 "@type":"Role", 

 "name":"Victim" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{0E13BE7F-2944-4B28-B629-655CF5AB866E}",  

 "@type":"Tool",  

 "name":"UFED 4PC (Logical A.)", 

 "toolType":"Extraction",  

 "creator":"Cellebrite",  

 "version":"7.3.0.809", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

 "configurationSetting":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  

 "itemName":"ExtractionMethod", 

 "itemValue":"ADB_BACKUP" 

 }, 
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{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  

 "itemName":"ExtractionType", 

 "itemValue":"Logical" 

 } 

 ] 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{4A00884D-82A2-421A-B326-B18834AD9438}",  

 "@type":"Tool",  

 "name":"UFED 4PC (Physical A.)", 

 "toolType":"Extraction",  

 "creator":"Cellebrite",  

 "version":"7.3.0.809", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

 "configurationSetting":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  

 "itemName":"ConnectionType", 

 "itemValue":"Cable No. 100" 

 }, 

{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  

 "itemName":"UFEDExtractionMethod", 

 "itemValue":"ADB_Rooted" 

 }, 

{ 

 "@type":"ConfigurationSetting",  

 "itemName":"ExtractionType", 
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 "itemValue":"Physical" 

 } 

 ] 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{122B8BDA-F0CF-461F-99E5-597DDFC01070}",  

 "@type":"Tool",  

 "name":"UFED PA (Facebook and other traces Extraction)", 

 "toolType":"Parser",  

 "creator":"Cellebrite",  

 "version":"7.11" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{D0521BD5-CC9B-4E0E-B8FA-AB147FF0AF3D}",  

 "@type":"Tool",  

 "name":"X-Ways Forensics (HD imaging)", 

 "toolType":"Extraction",  

 "creator":"X-Ways",  

 "version":"19.6 SR-6 x64" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{DB98793F-5A8B-432B-83C3-B7FC5532043F}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Device", 

 "manufacturer":"ASUS", 

 "model":"E200HA-FD0004TS", 

 "serialNumber":"AS3434123412TKX" 

 }, 

 { 
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 "@type":"OperatingSystem", 

 "name":"Windows", 

 "version":"10", 

 "manufacturer":"ASUS" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"MACAddress", 

 "address":"6a:1c:4f:30:04:83" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"ComputerSpecification", 

 "biosVersion":"12.89.32",  

 "cpuFamily":"INTEL",  

 "totalRam":"64GB"  

 } 

 ]  

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{732257E6-51D3-4697-A3D8-B73762C010A4}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

{"@type":"DiskPartition",  

"diskPartitionType":"NTFS",  

"partitionID":"1009932", 

"partitionOffset":"2048", 

"partitionLength":"156.299.263"} 

, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 {"@type":"Hash", 

 "hashMethod":"SHA256", 
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"hashValue":"87E9F652464A8BB729DF78276B3183DF9FF7D01E8CC26D94A08BC72E6889B
15F" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"732257E6-51D3-4697-A3D8-B73762C010A4}" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "@type":"Trace",  

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Account",  

 "accountIssuer":"Maria.Sieland",  

 "isActive":"true" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"FacebookAccount",  

 "accountID":"marisa.sieland@gmail.com" 

 } 

]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "@type":"Trace",  

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Account",  

 "accountIssuer":"mario.rossi.1999",  

 "isActive":"true" 

 }, 

 { 

 "@type":"FacebookAccount",  
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 "accountID":"654772123" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{"@id":"{F81138A7-86E3-4148-B405-ADEFDC7AC744}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F Galaxy S5.zip", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks/00192/", 

 "extension":"zip", 

 "fileSystemType":"Android", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"234567890018", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:40Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"A2920F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"123697980797821" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{8BF3C850-2B0D-4EE7-B06E-7523CF839F63}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Logical.ufd", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"ufd", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 
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 "sizeInBytes":"3096", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:01Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"FF01EF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085C7CBE4F
F01"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{5FC5DF9F-9C2F-450E-86A4-4703C4F7A00E}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Report.xml", 

 "filePath":"evidence/FEGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"xml", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"102400", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:55:02Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"394FEF4644492EB3B638F2961C8934B05014B4C80DA2EA5570F085C7CBE40
F7F"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{E4CA3459-36C0-455C-B921-5A4D45BAE1A6}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 
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 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"blk0_mmcblk0.bin", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"bin", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"16985678911", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:32Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"43F011AE63E843FF7DB94B84F03CCBF903EA0D7915BDDC262902C9D430DE
2D57"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{46930DBB-8B8B-47EE-98B5-95790AA3BC6F}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"bin", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"4912670", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:04Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"B77B5AC1E87DAE8050AC63614C22070AB608AC8732FC182F275501050DB9
2EBF"} 
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],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{3D12B02A-B006-45DF-8B70-346E8AD06334}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"procdata.zip", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"zip", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"10784652", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:06Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"F1AAB9D2900F7AFB4A15712FD6480F0AB280428E90BFB7883832A1B4878CC
06F"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{43802E66-12E0-406B-A38D-7F3A46F46812}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"log.txt", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"txt", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"1024", 
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 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T12:47:05Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"1BB0662B0608FB0F11488005F2B304EF2450ED404B0000B087AB24E8287FA
48C"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{"@id":"{C70DC674-CDDE-4624-9E49-5D9BA8536B2D}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"Samsung GSM_SM-G900F_Galaxy_S5_Physical.ufd", 

 "filePath":"evidence/EFGeeks_00192/", 

 "extension":"ufd", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"1024", 

 "createdTime":"2018-06-19T16:47:14Z"}, 

 {"type":"ContentData", 

"hash":[ 

{"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"E51234807EFF5D9AB558FCEA751EA7B5D3BEDF050C2B41E1389EA0979FCB3
FF01"} 

],  

"SizeInBytes":"256" 

}]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{701C7831-7780-4DD6-9A33-CB60B7972C46}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 
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 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"ROSSI_HD", 

 "filePath":"evidence/DFB_2018_00035/", 

 "extension":"001", 

 "fileSystemType":"NTFS", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"79993765888", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-20T15:55:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"87E9F652464A8BB729DF78276B3183DF9FF7D01E8CC26D94A08BC72E6889B
15F" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{11999A67-9FD5-447B-9CA3-952B8F3DD1A7}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_01", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 
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 "sizeInBytes":"7K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:10:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"A2920F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{71E807D1-54C3-4844-B327-63363C5DC845}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_02", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"9K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:15:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 
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"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"B1820F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{941851CB-FB28-4F57-85F4-85BEB05F0E50}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_03", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"5K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:16:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"C2220F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D74
8776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 
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{ 

 "@id":"{83042CE8-E080-4BD6-AB4C-7DCE7D7FF81E}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_04", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"9K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:16:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"D4320F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D74
8776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{29571F5F-0910-4307-A50F-C2FE90570FA2}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_05", 
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 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"9K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:18:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"E9820F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{FC0661C4-AF3C-414C-8FB4-D2B23B99E0FB}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_06", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"43K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:19:40Z"}, 

 { 
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 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"F6220F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D748
776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{8002A07A-436B-4C44-8945-DCF153E45B1C}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_07", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"71K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:19:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"G1920F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D74
8776" 

 } 
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 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{36036497-B27C-4409-AEC1-445D99C2F069}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_08", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"367K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:20:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"H8220F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D74
8776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{69C51E54-868A-457B-A0BE-A899F27AF6AD}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 
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 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_09", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 

 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"7K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:20:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"I09220F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D74
8776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{99E66FDA-26EE-402F-9EC9-F38A283EA645}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"File", 

 "fileName":"44269428_10", 

 "filePath":"evidence/", 

 "extension":"jpg", 

 "fileSystemType":"Windows", 
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 "isDirectory":"False", 

 "sizeInBytes":"7K", 

 "createdTime":"2018-10-08T22:20:40Z"}, 

 { 

 "type":"ContentData", 

 "hash":[ 

 { 

"@type":"Hash", 

"hashMethod":"SHA256", 

"hashValue":"B66220F123BF7D65AEC139B52A4E5B046F2EC925F5D8116AFB6D6375D3D74
8776" 

 } 

 ],  

 "SizeInBytes":"256" 

 } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{6314401E-0CDE-4E2D-A11E-C052BCB525A5}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"I saw some of your photos, you wore very sexy dress, why do not you 
send me some more provocative photos, more sensual images?",  

 "from":"vodafone.it@{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:45:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{C0C39005-4100-4859-B878-E352E1A2D04C}", 
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 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"I am not sure, what do you want to do with my pictures?",  

 "from":"gmail.com@{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:50:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{331E6555-9958-4FFC-AD89-DFDC3B2E29AC}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"Only for my pleasure, come on you do not risk anything",  

 "from":"vodafone.it@{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:55:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{3E48A820-ECD5-49D0-8E0F-955629E39D85}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 
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 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"ok. but please do not share it with anyone else",  

 "from":"gmail.com@{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T22:00:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{2FD035B1-1624-4B8D-999A-0B48969967FA}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"Maria, you are so beautiful and sweet!",  

 "from":"vodafone.it@{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:30:07Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{66B87B97-76D6-44ED-B279-12532D0B88CA}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"Thanks, but I do not think I am so beautiful",  
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 "from":"gmail.com@{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:35:11Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{0AE4C72D-8E9F-4002-8804-6E5DE09B92EE}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"Believe me, I'm an expert! ANd I can assert, from your eyes ho confident 
you are, so do not be shy",  

 "from":"vodafone.it@{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:38:11Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{3777F9DA-FB77-42CB-AC42-CF568DDF2C85}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"I have never received such compliment before, thank you",  

 "from":"gmail.com@{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "to":[ 
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 "{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T21:40:45Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{C3401E1F-C6E5-4984-9AE2-CC2A9EAB5934}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"It is extremely sexy! But now you have to send me other pictures pf the 
same kind",  

 "from":"vodafone.it@{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T22:10:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{E7E3AEC1-D147-4DE1-896A-A684805B5659}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"No, I cannot send further pictures, I regret to having sent it before",  

 "from":"gmail.com@{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T22:15:00Z" 
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 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{286B123F-4B9D-44FD-868D-5D24D979FF81}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"If you do not send me other pictures, I promise to share the èrevious one 
with all my friends, and I have lots of friends",  

 "from":"vodafone.it@{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T22:20:00Z" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{D60774DB-059A-4DFF-BA5C-5BA857997A41}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@type":"Message", 

 "application":"Facebook chat", 

 "messageText":"I am going to send you but you are a liar and you should ashamed of 
yourself!",  

 "from":"gmail.com@{D1C2DD6C-1730-4026-BAF3-8E5FF9D5FFF4}",  

 "to":[ 

 "{20F23F4D-5509-4781-B3D2-73CDA9539A84}"], 

 "sentTime":"20180920T22:30:00Z" 

 }] 

}, 
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{"@id":"{FF3B5D29-F5DF-4599-801B-C13ED606B428}", "@type":"Trace", 

"propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "@type":"Device", 

 "manufacturer":"Samsung", 

 "model":"SM-G900F", 

 "serialNumber":"FDG764192" 

 }, {"@type":"MobileDevice", 

 "IMEI":"356765064657669", 

 "storageCapacity":"64 GB", 

 "clockSetting":"2018-06-10T08:30:14Z"} ,  

{"@type":"MobileAccount", "MSISDN":"+393319420019"} 

 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{916271A9-24FC-4A93-BFAC-9B3A903A2BD4}",  

 "@type":"Trace",  

 "propertyBundle":[{ 

 "@type":"Account",  

 "accountIssuer":"Maria Sieland",  

 "isActive":"true" 

}, 

 { 

 "@type":"PhoneAccount",  

 "phoneNumber":"+393319420019" 

 } 

]}, 

{"@id":"{7EFE6E85-8C84-42E2-A359-10D7710AB45B}", "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

{ 

 "SIMType":"SIM",  

 "SIMForm":"Micro SIM",  
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 "StorageCapacity":"1097983645",  

 "Carrier":"Vodafone Italia",  "ICCID":"89390100001847875453", 
 "PhoneNumber":"393319420019" ,  

 "PIN":"7571" ,  

 "PUK":"91287655" } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{79D6AB60-D679-49CE-9573-7176DFEEB7C3}", 

 "@type":"Authorization", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@authorizationType":"Warrant", 

 "authorizationIdentifier":"WARRANT_2018_00091", 

 "authorizationAuthority":"{530646A9-4290-4C02-B0B3-FD2EC363834A}", 

 "authorizationIssuedDate":"20181002" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{A8B566D7-E456-492D-936C-62B3994C03C2}", 

 "@type":"Authorization", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

 "@authorizationType":"Warrant", 

 "authorizationIdentifier":"WARRANT_IT_2018_00033", 

 "authorizationAuthority":"{D6EFD4D5-8BF0-4404-A812-33A71296CAAC}", 

 "authorizationIssuedDate":"20181012" 

 } 

 ] 

} 

]} 
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4.5 UCO/CASE in JSON-LD Format, Produced by 
caseConverter Application from XML Report of 
UFED Cellebrite 

 

{"__CASE__":"Conversion from output Cellebrite", 

 "content":[ 

{ 

 "@id":"{CD2BE576-7D40-4243-8B7D-EFA7AE46C03B}", 

 "@type":"Identity", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"SimpleName", 

   "givenName":"Mattia", 

   "familyName":"Epifani" 

 }, 

 { 

   "@type":"BirthInformation", 

   "birthDate":"1972-04-18T09:50:00" 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{92025763-D697-430B-A2AC-076315981702}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

   { 

    "@type":"Device", 

    "manufacturer":"Samsung GSM", 

    "model":"Samsung SM-G900F Galaxy S5", 

    "serialNumber":"ad3bc0706f80f0f8" 

   }, 

   { 
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    "@type":"MobileDevice", 

    "IMEI":"356765064657669", 

    "storageCapacity":"64GB", 

    "clockSetting":"2018-06-10T08:30:14Z"},  

   { 

    "@type":"OperatingSystem", 

    "name": "Android", 

      "manufacturer":"Samsung",  

       "version":"5.0"} 

,  

   { 

    "@type":"MobileAccount",  

    "MSISDN":"+393319420019" 

   } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{60CC5B77-4784-4520-9AAA-6623921AE90A}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"File", 

   "fileName":"blk0_mmcblk0.bin", 

   "filePath":".", 

   "extension":"bin", 

   "fileSystemType":"Android", 

   "isDirectory":"false", 

   "sizeInBytes":"15758000128", 

   "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)"}, 

   { 

    "type":"ContentData", 

    "hash":[ 

    { 
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      "@type":"Hash", 

      "hashMethod":"SHA256", 

      
"hashValue":"43F011AE63E843FF7DB94B84F03CCBF903EA0D7915BDDC262902C9D430DE
2D57" 

    } 

    ],  

    "SizeInBytes":"256" 

   } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{F5209763-649F-41E6-9A9A-4F1F2F05C82F}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)",  

 "description":"blk0_mmcblk0.bin",  

 "exhibitNumber":"--no-- exhibition number",  

 "object":[   "{60CC5B77-4784-4520-9AAA-6623921AE90A}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{3406A431-0FB5-48A3-BAF4-E2A579F0C1CA}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"File", 

   "fileName":"blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin", 

   "filePath":".", 

   "extension":"bin", 

   "fileSystemType":"Android", 

   "isDirectory":"false", 

   "sizeInBytes":"4194304", 

   "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)"}, 

   { 

    "type":"ContentData", 
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    "hash":[ 

    { 

      "@type":"Hash", 

      "hashMethod":"SHA256", 

      
"hashValue":"B77B5AC1E87DAE8050AC63614C22070AB608AC8732FC182F275501050DB9
2EBF" 

    } 

    ],  

    "SizeInBytes":"256" 

   } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{1F7789F2-51A8-48BE-A79F-17C0FDC2E607}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)",  

 "description":"blk32_mmcblk0rpmb.bin",  

 "exhibitNumber":"--no-- exhibition number",  

 "object":[   "{3406A431-0FB5-48A3-BAF4-E2A579F0C1CA}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{9393378E-9339-4D31-8E6C-EFAAA736AC84}",  

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"File", 

   "fileName":"procdata.zip", 

   "filePath":".", 

   "extension":"zip", 

   "fileSystemType":"Android", 

   "isDirectory":"false", 

   "sizeInBytes":"1226140", 

   "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)"}, 
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   { 

    "type":"ContentData", 

    "hash":[ 

    { 

      "@type":"Hash", 

      "hashMethod":"SHA256", 

      
"hashValue":"F1AAB9D2900F7AFB4A15712FD6480F0AB280428E90BFB7883832A1B4878CC
06F" 

    } 

    ],  

    "SizeInBytes":"256" 

   } 

 ]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{05700922-C34D-4605-826A-0311CDBAE76C}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)",  

 "description":"procdata.zip",  

 "exhibitNumber":"--no-- exhibition number",  

 "object":[   "{9393378E-9339-4D31-8E6C-EFAAA736AC84}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}",  

 "@type":"Trace",  

 "propertyBundle":[{ 

 "@type":"Account",  

 "accountIssuer":"Fabrizio Turchi",  

 "isActive":"true" 

}, 

 { 

   "@type":"PhoneAccount",  

   "phoneNumber":"+393283623632" 
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 } 

]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}",  

 "@type":"Trace",  

 "propertyBundle":[{ 

 "@type":"Account",  

 "accountIssuer":"Fabrizio Turchi",  

 "isActive":"true" 

}, 

 { 

   "@type":"PhoneAccount",  

   "phoneNumber":"+393319420019" 

 } 

]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{295FE1AE-FCFE-448A-B530-F4351103F7C4}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"4 Quando puoi chiamami!",  

   "from":"{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-14T15:55:07.033+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{B688C6D1-3047-4FFB-964B-9DF03294BB02}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 
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 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"5 Chi sei? ",  

   "from":"{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-14T15:55:11.728+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{DB894671-8E74-4DC5-B4C7-AE070140B4ED}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"6 Lamberto Laudisi",  

   "from":"{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-14T15:56:07.014+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{3E4507FB-D36E-4E6D-9416-B885AA6B1158}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 
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   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"7 Ok, al più presto",  

   "from":"{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-14T16:00:45.090+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{BBE5B209-0F7F-4025-B5ED-F4491B31B5DB}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"8 ok, tutto confermato. il bancale con i 100 chili di pesce è pronti per 
essere ritirato al porto di Genova",  

   "from":"{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-14T16:19:29.237+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{1883189D-1471-4321-BDA8-15EF7099E715}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"9 Ok, il camion è in arrivo per il ritiro domani. Stiamo aspettando i 
documenti doganali per l'Austria ",  
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   "from":"{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-14T16:21:33.725+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{7F0A6859-CC88-4FE3-A574-E446DFB803AD}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"10 ok, il pesce è stato ritirato!",  

   "from":"{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-15T16:25:03.784+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{F97BEAEE-3E2D-42F2-ADC5-8823F6838A4A}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"11 Ok, perfetto ",  

   "from":"{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}"], 
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   "sentTime":" 2018-06-15T17:39:45.780+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{DE0B639F-D1C9-406A-988A-8B658FA63BD9}", 

 "@type":"Trace", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"Message", 

   "application":"Messages", 

   "messageText":"17 Quando puoi chiamami!",  

   "from":"{6A8A81F5-CDBF-4F7B-9D61-0FC291900A87}",  

   "to":[ 

   "{6E3B4655-FF29-48AF-8189-3FE179AD4FA0}"], 

   "sentTime":" 2018-06-07T01:06:27.719+02:00" 

 }] 

} 

, 

{ 

 "@id":"{2DFDFFB9-7A78-4E37-A20B-CCA1479006C2}", 

 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"19/06/2018 12:47(UTC+2)",  

 "description":"SMS between Laudisi and Turchi",  

 "exhibitNumber":"--no-- exhibition number",  

 "object":[   "{295FE1AE-FCFE-448A-B530-F4351103F7C4}",   "{B688C6D1-3047-4FFB-
964B-9DF03294BB02}",   "{DB894671-8E74-4DC5-B4C7-AE070140B4ED}",   "{3E4507FB-
D36E-4E6D-9416-B885AA6B1158}",   "{BBE5B209-0F7F-4025-B5ED-F4491B31B5DB}",   
"{1883189D-1471-4321-BDA8-15EF7099E715}",   "{7F0A6859-CC88-4FE3-A574-
E446DFB803AD}",   "{F97BEAEE-3E2D-42F2-ADC5-8823F6838A4A}",   "{DE0B639F-D1C9-
406A-988A-8B658FA63BD9}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{BDD30F8B-3265-4481-AB16-362350306E2C}", 
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 "@type":"ProvenanceRecord", 

 "createdTime":"-no- time for mobile phone",  

 "description":"Samsung SM-G900F Galaxy S5",  

 "exhibitNumber":"--no-- exhibition number",  

 "object":[   "{92025763-D697-430B-A2AC-076315981702}" 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{B1FFD96C-33D3-455E-9FC0-35531464B9D4}",  

 "@type":"Tool",  

 "name":"UFED_PA", 

 "toolType":"Acquisition",  

 "creator":"Cellebrite",  

 "version":"7.9.0.223", 

 "propertyBundle":[ 

 { 

   "@type":"ToolConfiguration", 

   "configurationSetting":[ 

   { 

    "@type":"ConfigurationSetting", 

    "itemName":"ConnectionType", 

    "itemValue":"Cable No. 100" 

   } 

   ] 

 } 

 ] 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{C5641639-74ED-496A-902B-71B9D2B6BF41}",  

 "@type":"Tool",  

 "name":"UFED_PA", 

 "toolType":"Extraction",  

 "creator":"Cellebrite",  
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 "version":"7.9.0.223" 

}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{F071D1BE-C806-419F-9EAD-388B60205938}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"Physical acquisition", 

 "description":"Physical acquisition from Android smartphone", 

 "startTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)",  

 "endTime":"19/06/2018 12:47(UTC+2)", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

   "@type":"ActionReferences", 

   "instrument":"{B1FFD96C-33D3-455E-9FC0-35531464B9D4}", 

   "location":"--no-- id Location", 

      "performer":"{CD2BE576-7D40-4243-8B7D-EFA7AE46C03B}", 

   "object":[ 

    "{BDD30F8B-3265-4481-AB16-362350306E2C}" 

   ], 

   "result":[ 

    "{F5209763-649F-41E6-9A9A-4F1F2F05C82F}",    "{1F7789F2-51A8-48BE-A79F-
17C0FDC2E607}","{05700922-C34D-4605-826A-0311CDBAE76C}" 

   ] 

 }]}, 

{ 

 "@id":"{03BF3B0B-A810-4285-8586-F189FDE29395}", 

 "@type":"InvestigativeAction", 

 "name":"Extraction", 

 "description":"SMSs extraction from Android smartphone", 

 "startTime":"19/06/2018 12:17(UTC+2)",  

 "endTime":"19/06/2018 12:47(UTC+2)", 

 "propertyBundle":[ { 

   "@type":"ActionReferences", 

   "instrument":"{B1FFD96C-33D3-455E-9FC0-35531464B9D4}", 

   "location":"--no-- id Location", 
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      "performer":"{CD2BE576-7D40-4243-8B7D-EFA7AE46C03B}", 

   "object":[ 

    "{F5209763-649F-41E6-9A9A-4F1F2F05C82F}" 

   ], 

   "result":[ 

"{2DFDFFB9-7A78-4E37-A20B-CCA1479006C2}" 

   ] 

 }]} 

]} 
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5  Workshop Participants list 
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6  The Questionnaire 
 



Evidence2e-Codex 

Questionnaire - Report

The Hague – November 20-21

CNR-ITTIG



Questionnaire: Total answers

2EVIDENCE2e-Codex project Technical Workshops | The Hague November 20-21

• 29 collected
• 19 filled in
• 10 empty



Questionnaire: General section

3EVIDENCE2e-Codex project Technical Workshops | The Hague November 20-21

1) Which are the most relevant issues that you have addressed in 
handling digital evidences? 



Questionnaire: General section
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2) Have you ever exchanged evidence with a foreign country, inside 
or outside Europe? 



Questionnaire: General section
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3) Which legal instruments have you used? 



Questionnaire: General section
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4) In your experience, how the evidence exchange is 
accomplished?

• SFTP 
• Lawful interception
• Postal letter with 

delivery confirmation
• Interpol/Europol



Questionnaire: General section
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5) Within the EIO and/or MLA procedures which are the issues that 
most hamper the exchange of digital evidence with another 
country? 



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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6) Which are the most common traces/devices that you have 
encountered in cyber-crime investigations?



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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7) Do you use a formalized mechanism to categorize and annotate 
traces and actions? If yes do you adopt an internal standard or 
any national/international existing standard?



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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8) Do you know the UCO/CASE standard or other standards used in 
the digital forensics field?



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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9) If you know and/or use a standard for the digital forensics 
activities, in which context and why do you use, or would you use 
them?

• tool comparison; validation

• multiple purposes

• no



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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10)Using the provided document (Representing Mobile Devices and 
SIM Cards using CASE/UCO), related to the mobile device 
information represented by CASE, do you think that the schema 
needs to be completed, changed in some part or is wrong?

• universal time
• mobile device clock
• new 5G standardisation



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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11)Does the forensic community need for a unique ontology to 
support representation and sharing of cyber-investigation 
information?



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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12)Do you use/know any technical platforms to exchange 
investigation information or digital evidence?



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section
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13)In the future, which of the following cases, could be more 
challenging from an investigative perspective? (juridical and 
technical as well)



Questionnaire: Digital Forensic section (2/2)
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14)In the forensics community there is an increasing need to ensure 
the reliability of computer forensic tools. Digital forensic tools 
require rigorous/accurate testing prior to use in order to catch 
bugs before they may have a negative impact on a digital 
investigation.  How do you deal with the above issues in order to 
guarantee that the potential evidence you extracted is admissible 
before a Court?

• Manual examination for 
dual tool validation



Thanks for your attention

Questions?
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